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Abstract
Nuclei in the 180 region were populated and investigated in a series of 
deep-inelastic reactions involving an 11.4 MeV per nucleon ^^ ®Xe beam produced 
by the GSI UNILAG accelerator, impinging on a selection of tantalum, tungsten 
and rhenium targets. The reaction products were released from both thermal 
(TIS) and FEBIAD ion sources and subsequently mass-separated using the GSI 
on-line mass separator. This work concentrates on the observation of 7  rays 
associated with the decay of the well known =  37/2“ , t i /2 =  51.4 min. isomer 
in Due to the anomalous half-life characteristics and unexpectedly high
yield of this decay, it is interpreted as being fed via the /5“-decay of a high-K 
isomer in ^^^Lu. By comparing the experimental findings with the results obtained 
from multi-quasiparticle blocked-BCS-Nilsson calculations (which predict a low- 
lying state with =  39/2“ in ^^^Lu), the proposed decay is suggested to be an 
energetically favoured =  39/2“ five-quasiparticle state in ^^^Lu. A half-life 
of 7.74:3.0 min. is determined for this previously unreported A =  177 /?-decay 
path, also involving 89-keV and 1003-keV 7 -ray transitions in association with 
hafnium X-rays. In addition, two previously unreported transitions (2016 and 
2114 keV) were assigned to ^®^ Hf as a result of their coincidence with Hf X-rays 
and the 98 keV 2 + — 0"^  decay of that nucleus.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The region of near-stable atomic nuclei with mass, A, of approximately 180 atomic 
mass units has a number of specific areas of nuclear physics interest, including 
the occurrence of high spin, metastable states, or isomers, in deformed nuclei 
[Wal99].
This region is well known [Wal99] to be energetically favourable for high-H 
(the single-particle angular momentum projection on the nuclear axis of sym­
metry) orbitals, which, when coupled together can give rise to states of high-K 
(K =  If these states compete energetically with the collective states in
these nuclei, they can give rise to isomeric states, resulting in meta-stable state 
lifetimes ranging from nanoseconds up to years (see eg. [Whe98, Kon96, Kho77, 
Gjo90, War71a, Hel73]).
Long-standing theoretical work [Abe78] has indicated that there are good 
prospects for finding new isomers, which cannot be accessed by stable-beam in­
duced fusion-evaporation reactions, in neutron-rich isotopes in this region. More 
recent calculations [Wal99, Jai95, Xu98] support this view with quantitative pre­
dictions, and there has recently been considerable experimental success, using 
deep-inelastic reactions [Kru95, Whe98, Dal99, Whe99] and fragmentation reac­
tions [PodOO]. However, only in one of these examples has a new K-isomer with 
half-life greater than one second been established (The K quantum number is
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the projection of the total angular momentum on the symmetry axis, see section 
2.5). That case [Kru95] was found to be a =  8 “ , (ti =  48 s) isomer in 
discovered using the GSI on-line mass separator.
In some cases, the decays are found to be so hindered [Wal99] that the internal 
decay branch is unfavoured due to the large change in K-value, to such an extent 
that the state has an observable branch via /5-decay, to a high-A state in the 
daughter nucleus. For example, the three-quasiparticle isomer in ^^^Lu with K^= 
23/2“ is found to decay to a high-K state in ^^^Hf via a parity changing i.e. 
“forbidden” /5-decay branch with a measured half-life of 161 days [Jor62, Hav67, 
Ber67, Hub69, Kra74, Mat89] in competition with internal 7  decay.
72
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Figure 1 .1 : A chart of nuclei in the mass 180 region. Triangles represent nuclei 
which have an identified isomer with a half-life > 1  millisecond. The circles rep­
resent the stable nuclei. The blue bold line dividing the region gives the limit of 
access (maximum neutron number) with stable beam induced fusion-evaporation 
reactions specifically (gHe, 2n) reaction. The red line surrounds the nuclei ob­
served in the current work (modified from [Whe98]).
To date, most high-K isomeric states have been studied following popula­
tion via fusion-evaporation reactions or by radiative neutron capture. In fusion-
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evaporation, two lighter nuclei are fused to form a hot compound system which 
then evaporates light particles (e.g. neutrons, protons and alpha-particles), leav­
ing the residual product nucleus in a high-spin state. However, the current re­
striction of using stable beam and target combinations puts a limit on the specific 
nuclei which can be populated using this technique, usually resulting in neutron- 
deficient product nuclei relative to the line of stability, as shown in figure 1 .1 . 
The same boundary is shown in figure 1.2 which illustrates the four and five- 
quasiparticle isomers with half-lives longer than a nanosecond in the A ^180 
region.
Recent work has pushed back this limit with regard to the study of neutron- 
rich nuclei following the use of projectile-fragmentation reactions [PodOO, CaaOla, 
SchOO, CaaOlb, PodOO, PfuOO, Reg02] and deep-inelastic reactions [WheOO, Dal99, 
ChoOl, WheOl, WheOO]. However, for longer lived isomeric decays (r > lOras), 
the correlation between the ion of interest and the 7 -rays decaying from the 
isomer is lost in the projectile-fragmentation method due to the predominance of 
random events.
This work describes two experiments using the isotope separation on-line 
(ISOL) method to investigate decays in the temporal regime ranging from sec­
onds to hours for stable and neutron rich A ^  180 nuclei using deep-inelastic 
collisions. The reactions studied were between a ^^ ®Xe beam provided by the 
GSI UNILAC accelerator impinging on, (1 ) a thick target of natural rhenium 
placed in a FEBIAD (forced electron beam induced arc discharge) ion source, 
and (2 ) natural tantalum and enriched ^^ ®W targets placed in a thermal ion 
source [Kir82j. The residual ions of interest were then extracted from the ion 
source and mass analysed nsing the GSI on-line mass separator. This work can 
be thought to be as an extension of earlier studies which highlighted the effec­
tiveness of using binary reactions to populate neutron-rich nuclei in this region 
[Kir82, Ryk89, Bec91, Kru95, Bos93].
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4- and 5-QP ISOMER HALF-LIVES
log TI/2 (s)
Figure 1 .2 : The occurrence of four and five-quasiparticle isomers in the mass 
A~180 region, with half-lives > 10“® s. The longest half-life represented is for 
with ti/2=31 y. The dividing line represents the limit of access with fusion- 
evaporation reactions. Taken from [WalOl] .
The technique uses different types of ion source for the purpose of chemical se­
lectivity, i.e. a FEBIAD [Kir76, KirSl] source releases different elements more 
easily than the thermal ion source (TIS) and vice versa.
Chapter two outlines certain theoretical aspects related to the electromag­
netic and weak interactions and their decay selection rules together with a brief 
description of the nuclear shell model for spherical and deformed nuclei. The 
experimental technique is described in chapter three with a focus on the use of 
deep-inelastic (binary) reactions and a description of the on-line mass separator 
at GSI. This chapter also includes a discussion of the specific ion sources that 
were used in this work. In chapter four the results obtained in the first experi­
ment are discussed with specific focus on the population of a proposed /1-decaying 
high-spin isomer in ^^^Lu. In chapter five the results obtained from the second 
experiment are discussed. A total absorption spectrometer (TAS) was used to 
gather more evidence supporting the preliminary results obtained from the first
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experiment, in addition to the observation of some previously unreported tran­
sitions in Theoretical interpertations of the results obtained from both
experiments are presented in chapter six. Finally, in chapter seven a summary of 
this work is given.
Chapter 2
Theoretical considerations
2.1 Gam m a rays
Gamma-rays are electromagnetic radiations with energies ranging from approx­
imately 0.1 MeV to 10 MeV which are emitted when a nucleus decays from an 
internal excited state. The excited nuclear states can be populated directly fol­
lowing a nuclear reaction. Each excited state has a specific, discrete excitation 
energy above the ground state. The nucleus can lose part of its energy and 
de-excite to a lower energy excited state and ultimately to the ground state by 
the emission of a cascade of 7  rays with energies corresponding to the energy 
differences between the initial and final states.
2.1.1 Theory of 7  decay
Electromagnetic radiation can be generated either by an oscillating charge which 
causes an oscillation in the external electric field or by a varying current or 
magnetic moment. Radiation emitted by a varying current is called electric (E) 
radiation and radiation caused by a varying magnetic moment is called magnetic 
(M) radiation.
Particle bound excited states generally lose energy by the emission of 7  rays,
6
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which can be described classically in terms of multipole moments of charge distri­
butions, of order L such as dipole (L =  1), quadrupole (L =  2), octupole (L =  3), 
hexadecapole (L = 4) etc. Gamma-rays are bosons and have an intrinsic spin of 
l?l. The decays must conserve angular momentum and parity [Eji89] which leads 
to specific selection rules (see below).
2.1.2 Gamma-ray selection rules
Due to the conservation laws of angular momentum, total energy and parity, the 
7 -ray decay for a transition between any two initial and final nuclear states can be 
characterised by its angular momentum L, energy (E), and parity change(A?r). 
If an excited state of energy Ei and angular momentum I [  decays to a state with 
Ef  and JJ, then the energy of the 7  ray is given by:
E^ — E i ~  Ef. (2.1)
The angular momentum carried away by the photon is determined by the 
following selection rule (equation 2 .2 ) which gives the possible values of multiple 
order, L, that the photon can remove. Note that, this must have an integer 
value greater than zero since photons have an intrinsic spin of l?l. L= 0  is not 
allowed between two 0+ states, due to angular-momentum conservation. In some 
extremely rare cases of even-even nuclei (eg ^®0, ®®Ni, ^^Kr and ®®Zr) where both 
the ground and first excited states have zero spin, the excited state decays by
(EO or electric monopole) internal conversion which is allowed [Woo99, Kra8 8 ].
I Ji H- / /  L ~>\ li — I f  I . (2 .2 )
During any transition, if there is no change in parity between the initial and 
final states, then for even values of L  the transition is of an electric type and 
for odd L it is a magnetic transition. If there is a change in parity, then the 
opposite is true [Kra8 8 ]. Table 2 .1  in conjunction with equation 2 .2  summarises
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the selection rules for 7 -ray emission. Typically, the larger the value of L carried 
away by the photon then the slower the transition rate (i.e. the longer the partial 
half-life branch of the state ). For decays of the same multipole order, magnetic
transitions generally have lower transition rates than the corresponding electric
transition [Kra8 8].
Table 2 .1 : Selection rules for 7 -ray emission.
Multipolarity Dipole Quadrupole Octupole
Type of radiation E l Ml E2 M2 E3 M3
Parity change Yes No No Yes Yes No
2.1.3 Internal conversion
The two main electromagnetic decay modes for excited nuclear states, are 7 - 
ray emission and the competing process of internal conversion". In the latter 
mechanism, the energy difference between the initial and final states is inter­
nally converted to one of the innermost shell (usually K or L) electrons which is 
subsequently emitted directly from the atom. These ejected electrons are called 
“internal conversion electrons”. The energy with which the electron is ejected is 
equal to the difference between the energy of the initial and final nuclear states 
minus the atomic binding energy of that electron. Internal conversion produces 
a discrete line spectrum with the energies given by:
Ei = Ej  — Bi (2.3)
where is the binding energy of the electron shell.
The ejection of the electron and the resulting rearrangement of electrons to 
fill the electron vacancy usually leads to the emission of an X ray or an Auger
“Can also have rare cases of double-7  decay (0^ -4 Of allowed) and internal pair formation.
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electron. The internal conversion coefficient (ICC), a, is the ratio of the number 
of electrons emitted to the number of 7 -rays emitted in a de-excitation process 
(i.e. the probability of electron emission relative to 7 -ray emission), i.e.
a r  =  ^  (2.4)
where the total ICC, œt, is given by the sum of the individual coefficients for 
each atomic shell;
Qirp ~  (Xj^ -{- 0(2, -T T  ... (2.5)
The total decay probability Ttot from a given state is therefore given by the 
expression
Tt  = T'y{I I - c^t ) (2 .6 )
where T.y is the 7 -ray decay probability.
To calculate the internal conversion coefficients for electric and magnetic mul­
tipoles, the following expressions may be used [Hag6 8 ,Kra8 8 ];
and
where Z  is the atomic number, n is the principal quantum number of the electron 
shell, L  is the multipolarity of the transition and E^ is the equivalent 7 -ray 
transition energy. As is clear from equations 2.7 and 2 .8 , the internal conversion 
coefficient increases with increasing Z  and L  (multipolarity) and with decreasing 
7 -ray energy.
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Figure 2 .1  shows the conversion coefficients as a function of 7 -ray energy for 
Z—72, for E l, Ml, E2 and M2 transitions.
10
1
Gamma energy (keV)
E2
Sio-
10'
Gamma energy (keV)
101 MlI .10' ’
Gamma energy (keV)
I.i2 M2
Gamma energy (keV)
Figure 2.1: Total internal conversion coefficients (ckt) of Z=72 as a function of 
7 -ray energy for E l, Ml, E2 and M2 transitions, made using [Hag6 8 , Rad95]
2.1.4 Weisskopf estimates and transition probabilities
The Weisskopf estimate is a mechanism for estimating the lifetimes expected 
for specific levels if one knows the mass of the nucleus, the multipolarity L of 
the decay, the angular momentum of the states involved, and the energy of the 
decaying transition. The Weisskopf estimate [Jac62, RinSO] can be obtained by 
assuming that the transition is due to a single proton in a spherical orbit making 
a transition between two shell-model states, as given in table 2 .2 .
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Figure 2 .2  shows the transition probabilities based on Weisskopf estimate as 
a function of 7 -ray energy (A =  177) for both electric and magnetic transitions 
[Fir96].
Table 2.2: Transition probabilities and Weisskopf single-particle estimates for the 
reduced matrix element in units of e^frrP^ for electric transitions, and 
for magnetic transitions (taken from [Kan84]), where {j, is the nuclear magneton 
and Ej  is the transition energy in MeV, A  is the mass number of the nucleus and 
B  is the reduced matrix elements.
Transition Probabilities P(s ') Weisskopf Units B,p
T(E1) =  1.587 X 10^^E^B{E1) 
T(E2) =  1.223 X 10®E®B(E2) 
T(E3) =  5.698 x 10^E.jB(E3) 
T(E4) =  1.694 X 10-^E^B(E4) 
T(E5) =  8.451 X 10-“ fi*^B(E5)
Bsp(El) =  6.446 X 10-^v4V3 
B,j,(E2) =  5.940 X 
Bjp(E3) =  5.940 X lO'^A  ^
Bsp(E4) =  6.285 x 10"M®/3 
B,p(E5) =  6.928 x 1 0 " ^ “ /^
T(M1) =  1.779 X 10“ E3B(M1) 
T(M2) =  1.371 X 10^E^B(M2) 
T(M3) =  6.387 x 10“E^B(M3) 
T(M4) =  1.899 X 10-% B(M 4) 
T(M5) =  3.868 x 1Q-"E.^'B(M5)
B,p(Ml) =  1.799 
B,p(M2) =  1.650AV3 
B,p(M3) =  1.650A«/® 
B,p(M4) =  1.746A2 
B,p(M5) =  1.924A»/:
The reduced probability matrix elements for the single-particle Weisskopf es­
timate for electric transitions are given by, [End79].
Bsp{EL) 
and for magnetic transitions by.
4 7t I L -f 3 (2.9)
Bsp{ML) — 10 hrripcR (2 .10)
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Electric Transitions Magnetic Transitions
E3
g  10’
H  10'
0.1 0.3
Gamma energy (MeV)
1
M4
M3
.9  10 m
Ml
0.1 0.3 21
Gamma energy (MeV)
Figure 2.2: Variation of the Weisskopf single-particle estimates for the partial 
decay half-life corresponding to a 1 W.u. decay in A =  177. Note that these 
decay estimates are corrected for internal conversion [Fir9 6].
where nip is the mass of a proton. Substituting R  = for the nuclear radius,
we obtain the following expressions for the electric and magnetic, single-particle 
reduced transition matrix element respectively:
Bsp{EL) = 47t \L -\-3  
éh f  3
7T \2n ipC { R o r - ^ A ^
(2 .11)
(2.12)
Taking R q — 1.2fm for the nuclear radius parameter, we find that the ratio 
Bsp{ML)/Bsp{EL) is equal to 0.31 x [LilOl].
2.2 X  rays
Characteristic X rays are emitted by atoms when an electron makes a transition 
between atomic shells, for example, as a result of an incident photon, electron 
or a  particle knocking out one of the electrons from the atom and leaving it in 
an excited state. Electrons at higher excitation energies cascade down to fill the
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vacancy left behind by the ejected electron. This process typically occurs on a 
picoseconds time scale [Gil95].
A vacancy in the K-shell can be filled by an electron from the L-shell giv­
ing rise to a transition, or from the M-shell resulting in a Kp transition, as 
demonstrated schematically in figure 2 .3 .
n=4, N
n=3, M
n=2, L
n=l, K
L series
M seriesK series
Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the creation of K^, K^, M, and L X-ray 
series.
X-rays are useful in identifying different elements and their intensities relative 
to the following 7 -ray intensities are helpful in the assignment of multipolarities.
2.3 B eta  decay
In ^-decay, an energetically unstable nucleus emits either an electron or a positron 
(the antiparticle of the electron) [Wil91]. In other words, a neutron is annihilated 
and a proton is created (^~-decay) or vice versa (/)+-decay). Another decay mode 
is electron capture (e“-capture) which competes with /?+ decay. In /?-decay, Z 
and N change by one unit but their sum. A, remains unchanged.
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The kinetic energy of the emitted /^-particle has a continuous energy distribution 
[Wu6 6 ], up to a fixed end-point energy. This continuous distribution is explained 
by the emission of a (effectively massless) second particle, the neutrino, which 
carries away the missing energy and is required to conserve angular momentum. 
There are two different kinds of neutrinos emitted in /3-decay: a neutrino (with 
/3+-emission) and an antineutrino (with /3“-decay) [Cas98, Dav55], indicated by 
z/ and P respectively.
2.3.1 /3~-decay
The spontaneous emission of an electron by an unstable nucleus which trans­
forms the parent nucleus to a daughter nucleus with the same mass number, but 
increases the nuclear charge by one unit is called ^"-decay.
/3“-decay, can be described schematically by;
n — p e -f- z/g. (2.13)
The electron and antineutrino are created as a result of the decay process and 
do not exist within the nucleus before the decay.
The /3-electrons are emitted with a continuous energy distribution up to the 
end-point energy Qp~ and if the daughter is formed in its ground state, the 
/3“-decay may be indicated as:
zA  —>2+1  A + e 4- z/g. (2.14)
Qp- is given by
(  z  z + l  \
{[m("^X) — ZiTie] — [m('^A’ ) — {Z l)mg] — rrie}c  ^4- s ^  Bi — ^  Bi > (2.15)
U = 1  i = l  }
where,
m(^X) is the rest mass of the parent nucleus, Zme is the mass of electrons.
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m {^X ')  is the rest mass of daughter nucleus and -Sj} is the
difference in binding energy.
This decay mode occurs in radioactive nuclei which lie on the neutron-rich side 
of the valley of stability. They include the majority of neutron-rich radioactive 
nuclei produced in the fission of heavy nuclei [HodOO].
2.3.2 decay
/3+-decay is the sister process to ^ “-decay, with the emission of a positive electron 
(positron, /3+) and an electron neutrino. Schematically the decay process can be 
described by,
z A  —^ 2—1 A  T  +  z/g. (2.16)
This decay corresponds to the transformation of a proton in an unstable nucleus 
into a neutron together with the emission of a positron and an electron neutrino.
p — 97.4- e"^  4“ z/g. (2.17)
By energy conservation, positron emission may occur only if
— [Af (^, A) — — 1 , A) — 277T.g]c^  > 0 . (2.18)
This means that the rest mass of the parent atom must exceed, by at least 1.022
MeV (twice the rest mass of the electron/positron), that of the daughter atom.
This transition occurs in nuclei which are on the proton-rich side of the valley of 
stability.
2.3.3 Selection rules in /3-decay
Beta-decays are classified by the angular momentum carried away by the 
particle. In /3-decay the amount of angular momentum removed during the decay
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plays an important role in the transition rate. As described later, some transitions 
are highly suppressed or “forbidden” due to a significant difference in the angular 
momentum between the initial and final states.
For allowed beta-decays the change in nuclear spin can only be 0 or ITi and 
no change in parity is permitted [Kra8 8 ]. This comes from the condition that 
neither the electron nor the neutrino carries away any orbital angular momentum 
(A/=0). The change of nuclear spin must then result from the coupling of the 
intrinsic spins of the electron and neutrino, each being s =  | .  Beta-decay in 
which the spins of the electron and anti-neutrino are aligned antiparallel (total 
spin S  is zero) is known as Fermz-decay, if the spins are parallel then this is 
known as a Gamow — Te/^er-decay. (Note, 0"^  -4 O'*", AT =  0  can only proceed 
by Fermi decay (S=0). However, most decays are mixed GT/ Fermi,) 
Superallowed transitions occur when there is no change in total angular momen­
tum, isospin and parity. If AZ > 0 the transition is called l*^  — forbidden (see 
table 2.3).
Table 2 .3 : Selection rules for /3-decay. Transitions which are not possible if either 
li 0 1  I f  is zero are in parentheses; Att indicates whether the parities of the initial 
and final states are different [LilOl].
Transition Type Al Fermi (AI A tt) Gamow-Teller ( AI A tt)
Allowed 0 0 No ( o ) , i No
First forbidden 1 (0 ) ,1 Yes 0 ,1 ,2 Yes
Second forbidden 2 (1 ) .2 No 2,3 No
Third forbidden 3 (2 ),3 Yes 3,4 Yes
Fourth forbidden 4 (3),4 No 4,5 No
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2.3.4 Electron capture
As indicated in the case of ^"^-decay, the rest mass of the parent atom must be 
greater than that of the daughter atom. If the difference in rest mass between 
the parent and daughter is small, the transformation from one state to another 
may also occur through electron capture (EC ) . This is the capture of an atomic 
electron in a shell close to the nucleus (usually one of the K-shell or L-shell 
electrons) by a proton, which subsequently converts into a bound neutron and 
emits a neutrino. Schematically this can be described by,
p +  e —^ n 4- z/g. (2.19)
When an electron capture takes place, a hole is left in the donating shell which 
is filled by an electron from a higher shell. An X-ray is then emitted with an 
energy corresponding to the energy difference between the two shells. The pattern 
of the X-rays are characteristic to each element and therefore this phenomena can 
be used for identification purposes.
The electron capture Qec value is given by:
Qec — [M^Z^A) — M(^Z — 1 , A)]c^ — B q (2 .2 0 )
where Bg is the electron binding energy of the electron.
2.3.5 Competition between /3^and EC-decay
The total decay rate. A, of any transition which can take place by electron capture 
or /3'*'-emission contains contributions from both processes [Gov71], i.e.
Xtot =  Age 4- A+, (2 .2 1 )
The partial electron capture probability, Xec is proportional to the electron radial 
density at the nucleus. This can be approximated by ( § ^ 2 , where a  is the fine
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Z = atom ic num ber of daughter nucleus
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BOFigure 2.4: /  =  branching ratio: a) for medium energy scale; b) for high 
energy scale. Data were taken from [Sie65].
structure constant, and j  is the total angular momentum of the captured electron 
[Sie65].
Theoretical predictions can be made for the K-capture-to-positron ratios, 
in each transition [Zwe49, Fee50]. The calculation of follows from these ratios 
[Sie65, Gov71, Kan84, Fee50] and is shown in figure 2,4.
2.4 f t i / 2  Values
A quantitative indicator of the type of any /?“ , or EC transition is the so- 
called log/t value associated with the (partial) half-life. The partial half-life can 
be determined from the total half-life of the parent, using the formula =
ti/2/??5 where ?7=branching fraction for the specific level.
The quantity, f t i / 2  is sometimes called the comparative half-life (usually given 
as logioft) and provides a mechanism for comparing the ^-decay probabilities in 
different nuclei [Kra8 8]. Table 2.4 presents examples of regimes of forbiddenness 
suggested qualitatively by the log/t value.
If the partial half-life and the quantity /  are known (or log/), the log/t value
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can be determined simply from equation 2 .2 2 .
log f t  =  logf +  ‘. (2 .2 2 )
The decay rate, A, from a given initial to final state is related to its transition 
half-life, ti / 2  by:
A =  i  ^  (2 .23)
where r  is the transition mean lifetime.
The decay rate depends on Z' (where Z' corresponds to the daughter nucleus) 
and on the end-point energy(Eq) of the decay as determined by the transition 
Q-value ( as P^(Q — E q ) ) ,  and this is incorporated into the Fermi function / ,  
where f  = f{Z ',Q ).
If there are two transitions from/to states with similar structure but different 
decay energies these will have different half-lives, ti / 2  but should have the same 
/ t i / 2-values.
For an allowed /5-transition, the / t i / 2-value has the following form [Wil69]:
where Gy is the polar vector coupling constant, Ga is the axial vector coupling 
constant and
K_ 2jr^hln2
(m,c2)5  ^  ^ ^
where M y  and are vector and axial transition matrix elements. M y  vanishes
unless A J = 0  and A t t  =  even, while M i^ vanishes unless A J=0,±1 and A t t  =
even where J  and t t  refer to the spin and parities of the nuclei concerned [Wil69].
It can then be concluded that M y  governs the Fermi transitions and M a  the
Gamow-Teller transitions. The / t i / 2-value can be a large number, and thus it is
usually tabulated as logio/ti/2 .
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If logio/ii/2 is calculable for a transition, then the degree of forbiddenness of the 
transition can be identified as shown in table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Approximate values of logio f t i / 2  for different types of /?-decay tran­
sition, from [WÜ69].
logio f t l Forbiddenness
Superallowed
5.5 ±1.5 Allowed
7.5 ±1.5 l^t Forbidden
~ 1 2 2nd Forbidden
r^l6 ^rd Forbidden
^^21 Forbidden
2.5 Nuclear M odels
2.5.1 The Semi-empirical Mass Formula
Von Weizsacker [Wei35] proposed the semi-empirical formula in which the form 
of the dependence of the nuclear binding energy on the neutron number N and 
on the proton number Z was described by simple, macroscopic properties.
The semi-empirical mass formula of Weizsacker has the form,
y2   y\2
B , E . { N =  OtyA clsA^ T "b a j  —-------   Ô. (2.26)
In this simple model, the nucleus was described as a sphere with a sharp surface 
of radius R where
R  = TqA^
ro is approximately 1 .2  fm,
ay A, is the volume term proportional to R?,
fZsAi, is a surface term which accounts for the decreased binding energy of the 
surface nucleons.
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is a Coulomb term, which represents a decrease in binding energy due to 
the Coulomb repulsion between protons.
is an asymmetry or isospin term, representing the neutron excess in 
heavier nuclei.
5 is the pairing term which can be parameterised [Jac62, Jel90] by;
-\-apA~^f^ for odd-odd nuclei.
 ^=  0  for odd-A nuclei, and 
—apA~^!^ for even-even nuclei.
Figure 2.5 shows the mass parabola for A =  177 with experimental and de­
duced masses.
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J , -20000IX - 3 0 0 0 0LÜ
i  - 4 0 0 0 0
- 5 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1.....p  1
- 4 9 5 0 0 I I  1 I 1 1 1 1 1
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- 5 1 5 0 0 —\. «1 —
- 5 2 5 0 0 — —
- 5 3 5 0 0 T 1 1 1 1 1 1 I T /  —
7 0  71 7 2  7 3  7A
1 1
Z
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6 8 7 2  7 6 8 0
Proton Number (Z)
Figure 2.5: Mass parabola for ground states of the A=177 isobaric chain, for Z 
=  68—>80, data taken from [Aud95]
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2.5.2 The Independent Particle Shell Model
The simplest form of the nuclear shell model assumes that the nucleus has a 
spherical shape. It also assumes that the motion of a single nucleon is governed 
by an average potential caused by all of the other nucleons. Each nucleon orbit is 
characterized by its total angular momentum j  which can have values j  =  
where i  is the orbital angular momentum of the nucleon. This gives a 2(2£ +  1) 
fold degeneracy for each i. The nuclear orbitals are filled according to the Pauli 
principle, and the major assumption in the Shell Model is that the potential well 
is created by an average force exerted by all of the nucleons in the nucleus.
The observation of changes in nuclear properties for certain Z and N values 
led to the development of the Spherical Shell Model (for example the existence 
of magic numbers and the measurements of nuclear ground state spins). The 
theoretical description of single particle aspects of the nucleus on which the shell 
model is based was first put forward by Maria Goeppert Mayer [May49]. Both 
harmonic oscillator and Woods-Saxon potentials [Woo54] are widely used as ap­
proximations to this average mean field potential. The depth of this potential 
is around 55 MeV. The Woods-Saxon potential is considered to be more real­
istic because its radial dependence is closer to the real nuclear system. For a 
spherically symmetric potential, the ordering of levels resulting from applying 
the Woods-Saxon potential as demonstrated in the (left) part of figure 2.6 can 
be written as
= [l +  e x p ( ^ ) ]
where Vo is the depth of the potential, r is the distance from the nuclear centre, 
a ^  0.5 fm is the diffuseness parameter and R q  =  1 .2A^/  ^ fm. For analytical 
reasons, the harmonic oscillator potential is sometimes chosen, this has the form,
V{r) =  -  Vo (2.28)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic drawing for the single particle ordering in the spherical 
Shell Model. On the left are the schematic energy levels for the harmonic oscil­
lator plus the LI term. The capacity and the acumulative number of nucleons up 
to each individual level are shown to the right of it. The effect of the spin-orbit 
interaction, which splits the levels with I > 0 into two new levels are shown in 
the right side of the figure [Kra8 8 ].
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where Vq ~  55 MeV + correction, w is the angular (oscillator) frequency and AI 
is the reduced mass of the system consisting of the single nucleon.
2.5.3 Deformation
To study the rotational behaviour of a nucleus it must have a non-spherical shape 
such that an axis of rotation can be spatially defined. The two most common 
forms of nuclear deformation are prolate, where the nucleus is stretched from two 
ends to form a rugby ball shape, and oblate, where the nucleus is squashed from 
two ends to form a discus like shape (see figure 2 .7 ).
Oblate Spherical Prolate
P2 -ve 0 4-ve
Figure 2.7: The spherical shape and the two axially symmetric quadrupole de­
formations for S2 <0 (oblate) and S2 >0 (prolate) [VinOl].
The intrinsic quadrupole moment Qq is equal to 0 for perfectly spherical 
nuclei, positive for prolate, and negative for oblate deformation. It is related to 
the deformation parameter [Lob70, Lis90] by the expression;
Qo — + 0.16/^)
VOTT
(2.29)
where Z is the proton number and Rav is the mean radius which is taken to be
R n v  = An A 3 (2.30)
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with R q  typically around 1.2 f m .
For deformed nuclei a constant nuclear volume which does not accept any 
compressibility is assumed. In such a case the nuclear radius can be described by 
[Boh69],
R{6, (/)) — R q j 1 +  «00 +  4>) I (2.31)
\  A=1 i i = — X  J
where R q  is the radius of a sphere of the same volume, and «qo is a constant 
describing changes in the nuclear volume. If, like a liquid drop, the nucleus 
has a very low compressibility, then a constant volume may be assumed for all 
deformations. This restraint fixes «oo and, to second order [Boh69],
(^00 — ^2 \^ Xfjb\ (2.32)
a>i ,m
where are the coefficients of the spherical harmonics Y\p{9,(j)) [Eis70].
The A =  1 terms are normally excluded from the sum as these correspond to 
a translation of the centre-of-mass (the whole system). The three parameters, 
« 1,1, « 1,0 and « 1,-1 can be fixed by the condition that the centre of mass lies at 
the origin.
In the case of A =  2, and if the expression is restricted to axially symmetric 
shapes, choosing the 2; axis as the symmetry axis we have, for /w 0 ,
“ Am =  0
and
« 2 0  =  p2
In this way equation 2.31 can be written as:
R{9,4>) — R q  j 1 +  «00 +  « 2 o l 2 o ( 0 , ^2 ^Xfi^Xfii^i ^) ) (2.33)
\  A > 3  / i = - A  /
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Since the largest contribution to the deformation comes from the quadrupole 
deformation, the higher order multipole deformations are neglected because it is 
assumed that such deformations are sufficiently small. Neglecting the last term 
and rewriting equation 2.33 gives
R{9, <p) — i?o(l +  «00 +  P2T2q{9, <^ )) =  RoP2 ^ 2o +  const. (2.34)
2.5.4 The Nilsson Model
The Independent Particle Shell Model in its simple form cannot describe a de­
formed nucleus, so the need for a unified model that can handle the effects of de­
formation became a major necessity to describe problems involving non-spherical 
nuclei.
Nilsson [Nil55] developed a model with the quantum numbers needed to de­
scribe the energies of the single particle states in a deformed potential using a 
deformed 3-D harmonic oscillator potential which enables the calculation to be 
made analytically.
The deformed Nilsson states are usually characterised with the following quan­
tum numbers:
[Nnzmi]QA
Where N  is the principal quantum number and represents the number of quanta 
in the harmonic oscillator and is characteristic for each major shell, is the 
number of quanta along the symmetry axis (number of nodes in the wavefunc- 
tion). mi (or A) is the component of orbital angular momentum along the axis 
of symmetry. Q is the projection of the total angular momentum of any indi­
vidual nucleon onto the axis of symmetry (K =  H^), and tt is the parity. All
the quantum numbers associated with a nucleon orbiting a deformed, rotating 
nucleus are shown in figure 2 .8 .
The total single-particle Nilsson Hamiltonian for a nucleus with axial symme­
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try is given by [Nil55].
H  =  +  cOyV^  +  +  Cl • s +  Dl^. (2.35)
The first term represent the kinetic energy of the particle while the second term 
is the harmonic oscillator potential where cOx, y^> and are the one-dimensional 
oscillator frequencies in the æ, y and directions (compared with Equation 2.28), 
the I s is the spin-orbit interaction potential and the P term is largest for particles 
orbiting near the edges of the nucleus, the coefiicients C and D are constatnt 
[Zah89].
The Nilsson single particle energy levels in the deformed potential for the 
nuclei of interest in this study are shown in figure 2 .1 1  (taken from [Fir96]).
2.6 Pairing and the Coriolis anti-pairing effect
The pairing of nucleons was introduced to explain the observed energy gap in 
the excitation energy of even-even nuclei. An analogy was drawn between the 
excitation state of nuclei and the excitation of the superconducting metallic state.
A similar type of correlation to that existing between electrons in a supercon­
ducting metal might exist between nucleons in a nucleus and play an important 
role. The pairing force is a consequence of the short-range attractive component 
of the nucleon-nucleon force and pushes nucleons as close together as possible, 
coupling them in pairs with zero total angular momentum. The most energeti­
cally favoured way to pair like nucleons is in time-reversed orbitals with angular 
momentum vectors oppositely aligned, thereby guaranteeing two interactions per 
revolution. Completely overlaping orbitals for two nucleons in identical orbitals 
are forbidden by the Pauli Exclusion Principle. As a result of the extra binding 
energy gained due to the pairing, even-even nuclei are favoured over odd-odd 
nuclei, and as a result even-even nuclei are more stable with a O’*' ground state
^Also from configuration mixing arguments, see ref [Cas90].
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One consequence of the pairing force is that a pair of nucleons may scatter into 
orbits above the Fermi surface leading to a reduced occupation of levels below 
the Fermi surface. This scattering leads to a smearing out of the surface because 
of a partial occupancy of levels. Figure 2.9 shows an example of an even-even 
(^ 7fWio4) nucleus and illustrates how much energy is needed to break subsequent 
pairs of nucleons.
X (Rotation Axis)i
/ = y + R
nucleon ?
K ( = Q ) Z (Symmetry Axis)
Figure 2.8: Schematic of the quantum numbers associated with a single particle 
coupled to a deformed rotating core. I  is the total angular momentum of the 
nucleus composed of two parts: the single-particle component j  (I +  s) and the 
angular momentum, R, due to the collective rotation. K is the projection of 
I  onto the symmetry axis and is the projection of /  onto the rotation axis. 
Modified from [Whe99].
The Coriolis force affects a body which is moving within a rotating system 
such as a nucleon within the nucleus. The effect of the Coriolis force is an apparent 
deflection of the path of the nucleon, which does not actually deviate from its
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Figure 2.9: Bandhead excitation energies of the intrinsic states plotted against 
the spin for Data taken from [Pur97].
path, but rather appears to do so because of the motion of the coordinate system. 
This force can be expressed mathematically as;
Coriolis = ~2mûj X V (&36)
where m  is the nucleon mass, w is the angular frequency of rotation and v is 
the velocity of the moving nucleon. Figure 2.10 shows a Coriolis force acting on 
two nucleons paired together in time-reversed orbitals. An increase in rotational 
frequency to will increase the Coriolis interaction which acts in opposite directions 
for each nucleon. When the Coriolis force becomes greater than the pairing 
energy of the two nucleons, the pair will be broken and each nucleon will align 
its intrinsic nuclear angular momentum along the rotational axis. This is the 
Coriolis anti-pairing effect, which causes the transfer of nucleons into different 
orbitals [Mot60, Ste72].
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Figure 2.10: Two particles, travelling in time-reversed orbits normally come to­
gether and scatter into another time-reversed orbit aligning themselves to the 
rotational axis. The Coriolis force acts in opposite directions for each nucleon, 
thereby decreasing the pairing correlations with respect to the non-rotating case. 
The rotational axis points out of the page. Figure taken from [PipOO].
2.6.1 Blocked BCS Calculations
In 1957 Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer [Bar57] developed a theory which suc­
cessfully explained superconductivity in metals. The similarity of the energy gap 
observed in the excitation spectra of even-even nuclei to that of the electronic ex­
citation in superconductors led to the BCS theory being used to describe pairing 
in nuclei [Boh58]. In the ground state of an even-even nucleus, nucleons are fully 
paired and excited states can be formed by the breaking of one or more pairs, to 
form a quasiparticle excitation, as well as by collective rotational or vibrational 
motion. In the case of an odd mass nucleus, the formation of quasiparticle states 
can be formed either by the breaking of a pair of nucleons or when the valence 
particle is excited to a higher energy.
Low lying excited states are due to the excitation of quasiparticles involving 
states near the Fermi surface. In calculations of their excitation energies, the 
possibility of scattering to singly-occupied orbitals must be excluded from the 
calculation, a process known as blocking.
The energy of a single quasiparticle state, relative to the ground-state can 
be calculated as [Jai95]:
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Figure 2 .1 1 : Nilsson single-particle energies for protons and neutrons (in units of 
hcj) and deformations €2 and 64, where (64 =  —el/Q) for protons, 50 < Z < 82 
and neutrons 82 < iV < 126, taken from [Fir96].
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Ek — \ /  i^k — (2.37)
where is the energy of the orbital, fj. is the Fermi energy and A is the pair gap 
given by:
A =  G ^  UkVk (2.38)k^kj
where G is the strength of the pairing force, and Vk and Uk are the probability
amplitudes for the orbital to be occupied or unoccupied respectively such
that;
+  — (2.39)
The blocking leads to a reduction in the pairing energy and provides a more 
accurate comparison with data.
To calculate the energy of multi-quasiparticle configurations and Ey in 
^^^Lu, the method of Jain et al. [Jai95] was used.
2.6.2 Potential Energy Surface Calculations
The shape calculations of multi-quasiparticle configurations in this work were 
performed using the configuration-constrained Potential-Energy-Surface (PES) 
method of Xu et al. [Xu98].
The calculations provide energies as a function of the quadrupole deformation 
parameter and the triaxial deformation parameter, 7 , at each point minimizing 
the energy with respect to the hexadecapole deformation /?4 . Diabatic blocking 
is used to ensure the correct configuration is being calculated.
The total energy for a given nucleus and configuration consists of a macro­
scopic and microscopic part which are the Liquid Drop Model [Mye69] and the 
Strutinsky Shell-Correction [Str67, Naz85] respectively. The mean field used is a
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non-axially deformed Woods-Saxon potential [Naz85]. The Lipkin-Nogami pair­
ing method is used [Naz90, Mol92].
2.7 Nuclear angular momentum
As illustrated schematically in figure 2.8, the total angular momentum for a single 
nucleon denoted by j  is a result of coupling the orbital angular momentum, to 
the intrinsic spin, s, such that j  = I P  s, where s =  ± | .  The symbol I  indicates 
the total angular momentum of a nucleus which can be generated in two different 
ways, either collectively via rotation and vibration or by few-nucleon excitations 
where a small number of unpaired nucleons generate the angular momentum.
The unique quantum numbers of each nucleon in a nucleus are usually used 
as identification to distinguish that specific nucleon from others.
2.7.1 Nuclear rotation
The nucleus can generate angular momentum via its collective rotation around 
the rotational axis. The energy of a rotor is given classically by;
E  = (2.40)
and the angular frequency to is given by:
w =  ^  (2.41)
where ^  is the moment of inertia and I  is the angular momentum.
By combining equations 2.40 and 2.41, and including the expresion for quantized
angular momentum P  = I{ I  P i )  gives
E  = ~ [ I { I  + 1)]. (2.42)
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The spacing between members of rotational bands is linearly dependent on spin. 
At a relatively high spin, (eg. I % Wh) in the A =  180 region, the level spacing 
decreases sharply, that happens because of the alignment of pairs of nucleons 
along the axis of rotation at this rotational frequency.
When the Coriolis interaction is exerted on a particle with a given angular 
momentum j  in a state with a total nuclear spin / ,  it causes a loss of pairing of 
that particle by aligning it with the nuclear rotation axis. This is known as “back- 
bending” . In such cases the Coriolis force contributes over 1 MeV, compensating 
for the reduction in pairing energy at high spin [Cas90].
To take into account the non-rotational component due to the bandhead struc­
ture for a band with a non-zero K value, equation 2.42 becomes;
^  T  1) -  K^]. (2.43)
2.8 Deformed isomers
The term “isomer” is generally used in nuclei to describe any excited state that 
does not decay ‘instantaneously’ [Seg47, Wal99]. An isomeric transition can be 
regarded as a delayed 7  emission, which often results from the need for a signif­
icant spin change. In nuclear structure physics, studies of such isomeric states 
are very important since these levels precisely define the excitation energies of 
the intrinsic states which can help in defining the residual interactions between 
individual single particle orbitals. A classical example is the isomer in ^^^Hf at 
an excitation energy of 2447.4 keV and H  = 16'*' which decays with a half-life of 
31 years [Hel73].
Nuclear isomers here will be defined as excited nuclear states with lifetimes 
greater than %5 ns, but they can live as long as 10  ^years. This isomerism results 
from one or more of the following conditions:
1. The energy transition between the initial and final states is small;
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2. The spin difference between the states is large; or
3. The decay corresponds to a major change in the nuclear structure (eg. 
K-isomers, shape/fission isomers).
The K-selection rule for the decay of K-isomers requires that the change in 
the K-quantum number must be less than or equal to the multipolarity A, of the 
7 -ray transition, i.e.
ZUf<A.
Transitions which do not follow the above selection rule in axially-symmetric, 
well-deformed nuclei are hindered ( ie. not K-allowed ) and as a result will tend 
to have a longer half-life compared to the typical Weisskopf single-particle values. 
The degree of K-forbiddenness for a transition is defined as [Lob6 8 ]:
1/ =  A K  — A. (2.45)
This applies to the above example when the K^=16+ isomer decays to the F=13~ 
member of the band by a A=3 transition, yielding a forbiddenness, u=b.
The isomer is simultaneously a spin trap (A > 1) and a K  trap (A < AK) and the 
resulting half-life of 31 years is indeed remarkable [WalOl].
Each degree of K-forbiddenness increases the lifetime of the state by a factor 
of approximately 20-100 for highly forbidden transitions. This is known as the 
hindrance per degree of K-forbiddenness [Lob6 8 , Whe99].
When the nuclei are well-deformed and axially symétrie the K-quantum num­
ber is an approximately good quantum number. For triaxial nuclei ( 7  ^  0) 
the K-quantum number is no longer conserved, resulting in the erosion of the 
K-selection rule [CI1 0 8 8 , Cro94, Xu98].
Chapter 3
Experim ental considerations
Gamma-ray spectroscopy is used to identify specific individual excited nuclear 
states and for such an analysis, an efficient experimental technique is required. 
Measuring 7 -ray properties such as energy and multipolarity will help in studying 
the structure of the nucleus. This chapter will discuss how the nuclei of interest 
were made and also explain the offline sorting techniques used in analyzing the 
experimental data.
3.1 Deep-inelastic and multi-nucleon transfer re­
actions
For neutron-rich nuclei it is difficult to observe the yrast sequence to high spins 
by using fusion-evaporation reactions because of the preferential population of 
neutron-deficient species [Bal93, Hib93, Reg97]. An alternative solution is the 
use of deep-inelastic reactions to populate neutron-rich nuclei by using a target 
and beam with relatively high N/Z ratios at an incident energy only slightly 
above the interaction threshold (usually 10 -4 25 % above the Coulomb barrier) 
[Gui85, Bro94, Kro94, For95a]. This provides an efficient way of studying the 
yrast states of stable and neutron-rich nuclei [Tak8 8 , Bro90, For95b, Bro98].
36
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These reactions can be associated with substantial mass exchange and con­
siderable transfer of the original kinetic energy into internal excitation of the 
reaction products. Although there is a trend to form systems with a similar N:Z 
ratio to that of the compound system (i.e. Beam +  Target) it is possible to pro­
duce fragments with N/Z higher than that of the projectile or target. A variety 
of neutron-rich nuclei outside the region of thermal-neutron induced fission have 
been produced in such multinucleon transfer reactions [Hib93, Kro96, Zha98].
The large charge and mass of heavy ions increases both the Coulomb and 
centrifugal repulsion, which combine with the energy dissipation to prevent the 
complete fusion of the two nuclei [Hib93]. These reactions take place in a typical 
time period of the order of 10“^^  —> 10”^^  s [Rav85], following which subsequent 
cooling of the fragments by neutron evaporation can take place.
3.2 UNILAC Accelerator
The two experiments of this work took place at the CSI on-line mass separator 
located in the low energy experimental area, as shown in the middle part of figure 
3.1. The beam was accelerated (up to 20 MeV per nucleon) in the CSI universal 
linear accelerator UNILAC which works as the main instrument in heavy-ion 
research experiments (eg. [PodOO]).
The UNILAC consisted of a series of superconducting resonant cavities which 
accelerate the beam by applying a radiofrequency pulse to the different accelerator 
elements. High current beam injector (HSI) can be delivered, particularly since 
introducing the new electron cyclotron resonance (BCR) source. The HSI was 
installed to replace the very old ‘wideroe’ injector [BarOO] and can give up to a 
factor of one hundred higher beam intensities than the old wideroe [Fol91].
The beam can be diverted to the high energy synchrotron SIS (Schwerionen- 
synchrotron) as a circular accelerator and a storage ring which deliver beam up 
to 2  CeV per nucleon for ultrarelativistic experiments.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of the GSI accelerators facility. The mass separator 
is located in the low energy experimental area, shown in the middle of the figure 
[Doe02].
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3.3 The GSI On-Line Mass Separator
After producing the exotic nuclei using a deep-inelastic reaction, the next step is 
to isolate the isotopes of particular interest. One of the standard methods used to 
separate the different isotopes produced is the on-line technique [Ham82, Rav94] 
which gives a high resolution in mass separation allowing the measurement of 
electron and 7 -ray decays in nuclei far from stability. The GSI On-Line Mass 
Separator (ISOL) [Bru81, Ram98] is used in selecting specific radioactive species 
out of the bulk of the products formed in a primary reaction such as fusion- 
evaporation, multinucleon transfer, the spallation of heavy nuclei by protons or 
beam induced fission reactions. It allows for the most intense beam and focussing 
of several charge-states on the target. The radioactive nuclei must then diffuse 
out of their production target where they are ionised and selected by mass using 
a dipole magnet.
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BEAM EINZELLENS1 EINZELLENS 2 
ANO BEAM 
DIAGNOSTICS
MAGNET
FOCAL PLANE
TARœr ION-SOURCE 
SYSTEM UNILAC BEAM
.TAPE STATIONS
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"WINDMILL--SYSTEM
FILAMENT ION BEAM TO THE SEPARATORION SOURCE
ACCELERATIONVOLTAGE "IN-BEAM" 
DETECTORS
•  COLLECTION POSITION
■ COUNTING POSITION
Figure 3.2: Schematic layout of the GSI mass separator facility taken from [Bru81]
The layout of the GSI mass separator is shown schematically in figure 3.2 
which indicates the flow of the primary beam from the UNILAC entrance followed
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by the secondary beam through the diagnostic field and the 55° separator magnet
down to the detection system and tape station.
3.3.1 Details of ISOL Selection
Several different primary reactions can be used to produce radioactive ions for the 
isotope separation on-line method. These radioactive nuclei must then difirise out 
of their production target, they are subsequently ionised, selected by mass and 
extracted by a (typically) negative voltage, V. Thus they have kinetic energies 
given by QeV, where the charge state Q is usually equal to 1 .
Following the Lorentz equation, these ions are bent through an orbit of radius 
p, via a magnetic field, B, according to the equation,
= ^  (3.1)
where A is the nuclear mass number, u is the atomic mass unit, e is the electron 
charge, Q is the ionic charge state and v is the ion velocity. The ion velocity, v 
can be obtained since the total kinetic energy, E, of these (non-relativistic) ions 
can be deduced from the expression,
E  = ^Auv'^ =  eQV (3.2)
substituting into equation 3.2, we obtain
where Q is usually equal to unity and V is the ion extraction voltage, which is 
approximately 50 kV.
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3.3.2 Ion source and target considerations
Ion sources for radioactive ion beams (RIB) have been developed for isotope 
separation on-line (ISOL) to convert certain species out of the bulk of reaction 
products efficiently, quickly, and selectively into ions of a defined charge state 
for extraction and mass separation [Kir96]. After release from the catcher the 
reaction products have to be re-ionized to charge-state 1 '*' with high efficiency.
Two different target elements (enriched and ”®*Ta) with two Thermal 
Ion Sources (TIS) -f (Re-target) and two discharge sources of the FEBIAD type 
were used in the Cluster experiment (see section 3.5) to investigate a wide range 
of reaction products due to the varying deep inelastic cross-sections of ^^ *^ Xe on 
the diflPerent targets. The characteristics of these different types of ion sources 
are described below.
FEBIAD ion source
Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the Forced Electron Beam Induced Arc Discharge 
(FEBIAD) ion source [KirSl, Kir85, Kir87]. The electrons are emitted by the 
cathode and accelerated towards an anode. In this flight path, some of the 
electrons collide with gas atoms and ionise them. Secondary electrons resulting 
from these collisions are accelerated toward the anode.
The potential depends on the current density and gas pressure. At low pres­
sure, the potential is linear between the cathode and the anode without electron 
flow. However, due to the effect of the electron flow, the potential is reduced to 
a negative value and increases as it moves towards the anode. As the pressure 
increases a discharge occurs causing an avalanche of ionizing secondary electrons, 
leading to a plasma with reductions of the potential at both the cathode and the 
anode. If the anode potential reaches the ionisation potential of the gas, ions are 
created in an increasing number until the energy reaches the maximum [Kir92a]. 
Depending on the point of ionisation and the position of the extraction open­
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ing, the ion energy can be as large as that given by the potential of the anode 
{E =  gV). This can be reduced by the introduction of a grid close to the cathode, 
which acts as an anode, and a drift space to the extraction opening [Ber95].
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram, not to scale of the FEBIAD ion source.
Thermal ion source
The advantage of using a thermal ion source as oppose to a FEBIAD source is 
a higher operating temperature (2700 K compared to 2400 K for the FEBIAD), 
permitting its application to elements with higher enthalpies [Kir87].
A high temperature cavity type thermo-ioniser has been constructed at the 
GSI ISOL, to provide a tool for the separation of elements with resonably low 
ionisation potentials and which are sufficiently volatile at a temperature of ap- 
proximatly 2400°C, but which are not emitted from the FEBIAD.
Its design is based on the electron bombardment heated cathode of the dis­
charge ion source, [Kar74]. The main components of a thermal source are shown
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in figure 3.4. The actual high temperature cavity is a tungsten body of approxi­
mately 0.3 cm^ volume, which has only little thermal contact with its tantalum 
holder.
The source materials were chosen to fullfil two main aspects: firstly finding 
insulators, the chemical, mechanical and electrical properties of which permit the 
use of the source at temperatures up to 2 0 0 0 °C, secondly to make combinations 
of material permitting detachable joints and which do not corrode each other.
8
7
r0 T1  2cm
Figure 3.4: Scale schematic of the high temperature cavity ioniser at the GSI 
on-line separator. (1 ) Accelerator beam; (2 ) foil target; (3) thin heat shields; (4 ) 
entrance window; (5) catcher foil; (6 ) thermal plasma; (7) filament for electron 
bombardment heating; (8 ) ion beam to mass separator; (9 ) extraction electrode. 
Taken from [KirSl]
The tungsten windows (used in the current work) were essential for the ther­
mal ion source at temperatures above 2300°C. Other windows, such as tantalum 
rapidly evaporate at the surfaces where they are supported and become detached 
from the ion source. This does not happen with the (refractory) tungsten foils
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[KirSl]. To prevent cracking dish-shaped tungsten windows are used.
Using the window for a long time gradually increases the window thickness, 
preventing the passage of the reaction products. This requires a compromise 
between catcher temperature and desired window lifetime, e.g. the temperature 
of 2400°C of the tantalum catcher causes the window thickness to increase by 
approximately 0 .2  mg/cm^ hour, which permits operation of the ion source for 
24-50 hours, depending on the type of reaction.
The method of implanting the recoiling nuclei into a solid state catcher in­
side the ion source necessitates an entrance window sealing the ion source tightly 
against the main vacuum. The window faces the catcher, which usually operates 
at a temperature guaranteeing a sufficiently fast release.
By proper choice of material and temperature, a high degree of chemical 
separation can be achieved utilising the differences in accumulation efficiencies 
and release profiles [Kir76].
For most elements used in the ISOL experiments chemical selectivity is possible 
because of easy handling of the ion source. In 7 -ray spectroscopy it is evident 
that both the improvement of the signal to noise ratio and the degree of chemical 
separation depends on the ratio of accumulation (which in general is limited by 
the half-life of the nuclide of interest) to the release time.
After ionisation and mass separation, the radioactive ions are transported to 
one or more measurement stations, where radiation detectors are used to inves­
tigate the nuclear properties.
3.4 Detection system
Before describing the principles of the detectors that have been used in both 
experiments of this work, and since this work is basically focussed on 7 -ray de­
tection, we shall discuss the basic reaction mechanisms that a photon can undergo
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during its interaction with matter.
3.4.1 Interaction of photons with matter
The three main processes by which 7  rays or X rays interact with matter are (i) 
photoelectric absorption, (ii) Compton scattering and (iii) pair production. Their 
relative importance is illustrated in figure 3.5 which plots the linear attenuation 
coefficient for germanium as a function of photon energy [ShaSS].
The mass attenuation coefficient fj.m, defined as
l^m — / ^ / P
where p is the linear attenuation coefficient and p is the density of the medium. 
Pm the measure of the probability of the 7  ray interacting in the material and 
results in partial or complete transfer of the 7 -ray energy to electron kinetic 
energy. The photon is either completely absorbed or is scattered by continuous 
interactions with the absorber atoms. The value of p depends on the atomic 
number Z of the atom of the absorbing medium and varies strongly with 7 -ray 
energy E.y. It has contributions from all the three interaction processes that can 
take place in the absorbing material [KnoOO].
Photoelectric absorption
In this process an incident photon undergoes an interaction with the whole atom 
in which it loses all its energy (see figure 3.6). To conserve energy, an energetic 
photoelectron is subsequently ejected from one of the strongly bound orbits of 
the atom, usually from the K-shell.
The photo electron is emitted with an energy equal to the energy of the inci­
dent photon (7 -ray) minus the atomic binding energy of the electron, i.e.
E^- = hiy — Eb (3.4)
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Figure 3.5: Linear attenuation coefficients for germanium as a function of 7 -ray 
energy, taken from [ShaSS],
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the photoelectric absorption interaction showing the 
emitted photoelectron which carries most of the original photon energy.
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where Ef, is the binding energy of the photo electron.
The photo electron carries most of the original photon energy if it is in a range 
of more than a few hundred keV. This energetic electron will be slowed down when 
interacting with the electrons of the detector material creating secondary electron- 
hole pairs until complete dissipation of its energy occurs. The photoelectric 
process produces an ionized atom with a vacancy in one of its bound shells which 
is quickly filled by capturing one of the free electrons. The latter process causes 
one or more X-ray photons or an Auger electron to be produced where in most 
cases those X-rays are reabsorbed close to the original site through photoelectric 
absorption.
The photoelectric interaction for gamma rays is predominant at low photon 
energy (<200 keV) and for materials of high atomic number.
The cross-section for photoelectric absorption per atom [KnoOO] has a depen­
dence on atomic number (Z) and gamma-ray energy (E^) given by :
Z'n-
~  (3.5)■Ury
where n varies between 4 and 5 over the gamma-ray energy region of interest 
[Eva82].
Compton scattering
A Compton scattering reaction takes place between a 7  ray and a free (unbound) 
electron. When the incident photon of energy interacts with a free electron it 
is defiected through an angle 9 and transfers some of its energy to the electron. 
The electron gains a kinetic energy from the interaction and recoils, as shown 
schematically in the figure 3.7.
Prom momentum and total energy conservation the energy of the Compton 
scattered 7  ray and its scattering angle is expressed by the following formula 
[Kra8 8 ]:
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Figure 3.7: Energy transfer and the scattering angle for Compton Scattering.
hi/ = hz/ (3.6)
where hz/ and hi/' are the 7 -ray energies of the incoming and scattered photons, 
mgC  ^ is the rest mass of the electron, and 6 is the 7  ray deflection angle with 
respect to its original direction. This angle can take any value between 0® -4 180“, 
where 180“ represents the angle for the largest energy transfer to the recoiling 
electron. The Compton scattering probability per atom increases linearly with Z 
[KnoOO] i.e. the probability per atom of the absorber material depends on the 
number of electrons available as scattering targets. This process will contribute 
to the background in cases where the scattered photon escapes from the detector. 
Note that active shielding (Compton suppression) of the detector can be used to 
reduce this effect.
Pair production
The pair production process can take place if the energy of the incident photon 
exceeds twice the rest-mass of an electron {Ej > 2meC  ^ = 1 .0 2 2  MeV). The 
probability of this interaction remains small until the energy of the gamma-ray 
approaches several MeV. This type of interaction is the predominant interaction
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mechanism for gamma rays of high energy.
Incident photon /
Figure 3.8: Energy transfer and interaction mechanism for the pair production 
process.
The pair production process is shown schematically in figure 3.8 where a 
gamma-ray photon Is converted into an electron-positron pair. The residual pho­
ton energy above 1 .0 2 2  MeV is transformed into kinetic energy shared between 
the electron and the positron as:
T ç -  - f -  T g +  =  E ^  —  2 ? T ie C ^
The positron has a short range and is annihilated when it interacts with 
another electron in the detector material resulting in the creation of two 0.511 
MeV 7 -rays, emitted back to back [KnoOO].
3.4.2 Ge-detector
When an electromagnetic radiation interacts inside a germanium crystal, valence 
electrons are excited across the band gap to the conduction band, producing a 
hole in the valence band. The secondary electron-hole pairs are collected by an
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electric field created by an applied voltage, and the charge converted to an output 
voltage by a preamplifier. The size of this voltage is proportional to the energy 
of the incident gamma-ray.
The energy band gap in germanium is about 0.7 eV [Bur95] and the ionization 
energy W, is 2.96 eV [KnoOO]. This small energy allows a huge production of 
electron-hole pairs from the incident radiation of typical energy (lOOkeV -4-10 
MeV) [Dat91]. This large number of electron-hole pairs per photon allows a good 
energy resolution.
Because of the small bandgap (0.7 eV), room temperature operation of ger­
manium detectors is impractical because of the large thermally induced leakage 
current that would result from exciting electrons to the conduction band. In­
stead, germanium detectors must be cooled to reduce the leakage current to the 
point that the associated noise does not spoil their excellent energy resolution. 
Normally, the temperature is reduced to 77K by keeping the detector in thermal 
contact with liquid nitrogen [Kra8 8 ].
3.4.3 Si-detector
A Si-detector works on the same principle as the Ge-detector, but has a bigger 
energy gap (i.e. 1.115 eV at room temperature) which results in less noise and 
does not require a cooling system (except for X ray detection). Nevertheless, it 
is less sensitive to gamma radiation compared to the germanium due to its lower 
atomic number (Z=14 compared to Z=32).
This detector has been used in the TAS experiment for /3 radiation detection.
3.4.4 Plastic scintillator
The basic idea behind the operation of a scintillation detector is that the incoming 
radiation interacts with the electrons in the scintillator crystal, losing all or part 
of its energy to an electron or an electron-positron pair, exciting them into higher
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energy states. As these states decay, they emit X-rays or light, which is converted 
into a charge by means of a light-pipe, photo-cathode and photo multiplier tube 
(PMT) assembly. In a PMT, electrons from the photocathode are focused and 
accelerated through an electric field and driven into a series of dynodes. This 
causes multiplication of the number of electrons at each step in the cascade, all 
the way down to the final anode. The result is a pulse of current at the output, 
which can be amplified and processed by subsequent electronics. The process is 
shown schematically in figure 3.9. The plastic scintillator is one of the fastest 
detectors in time response [KnoOO].
Reflector and light shield
Gamina-ray 
photon
Photocathode Anode
Scintillator
Electron Light Photo-
track photon electron
Dynodes (electron multiplier)
Electrical
connectors
Focussing
electrode Photomultiplier tube (PMT)
Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of a scintillation detector. From [LilOl].
3.4.5 Sodium iodide Nal(Tl) detector
In the sodium iodide crystal the electrons occupy two different levels known as 
valence and conduction bands. These are separated by an energetically forbidden 
region called the band gap.
In a perfect insulator the valence band is full of electrons while the conduction 
band is empty. When the incident radiation goes through the medium it excites 
many electrons into the conduction band leaving behind positively-charged va­
cancies (holes) in the valence band. During the de-excitation process an electron 
drops back from the conduction band to the valence band. The emitted photon 
has enough energy to re-excite an electron from the valence band. The sodium 
iodide crystal is not transparent to its own radiation and that is the reason
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for adding thalium. This provides states within the energy gap of the sodium 
iodide crystal which result in a shift in the wavelength of maximum emission 
from 333 nm in pure Nal to 410 nm in Nal(Tl). Another reason for shifting the 
wavelength, is that the 410 nm wavelength is better matched to the wavelength 
response of most PMTs. The Scintillator coupled to the Photomultiplier tube is 
shown schematically in figure 3.9.
When the energy is deposited in the crystal, some of the electrons and holes 
migrate to the activator region. Since the difference between states of the ac­
tivator is less than the band gap, the energy of the emitted photons when the 
activator states lose their electron is below that needed to re-excite the electrons 
from the sodium iodide crystal and so the scintillator is transparent to them.
Inorganic scintillators generally contain high Z-elements, which improves their 
efficiency for stopping 7 -rays. Bismuth germanate (BGO) is particularly effective 
material since it contains bismuth (Z=83) and has a high density; 1cm of BGO 
has a stopping efficiency equivalent to 2.5 cm of Nal.
Although the scintillator detectors have a higher efficiency, their energy reso­
lutions are very poor compared to a germanium detector.
3.5 Experimental details of the cluster experi­
ment
Three separate reaction configurations were investigated in the first experiment 
between a ^^ ®Xe beam and (i) a natural tantalum target in a thermal ion-source 
(TIS), (ii) enriched ^^ ®W targets in a thermal ion-source, and (iii) rhenium targets 
in a FEBIAD source. Typical ^^ *^ Xe primary beam currents were between 10 to 
50 particle-nA with an energy of 11.4 MeV/u.
The FEBIAD sources were: (i) FEBIAD-H with a 28 mg/cm^ Re-catcher, 
which was the highest-temperature ( > 2300K) discharge source, used to release
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Yb isotopes [Kir92b] and (ii) FEBIAD-B2-C with a 30 mg/cm^ Re-catcher. This 
was used to look at reasonably long-lived Yb isotopes (longer than 10-20 sec), 
and operates at lower temperature ('^ 1800K) [Kir85]. The catcher temperature 
was about the same for both sources, between 2300-2400K.
Most of the runs in the current work used two types of thermal ion sources; 
(i) W-TIS (Ta), a thermal source with a tungsten body and a 32 mg/cm^ Ta- 
catcher (4 foils). It operates at rv 2700K and releases all lanthanide isotopes with 
an acceptable efficiency [Kir81, Kir90] and (ii) W-TIS (W). The catcher was a 
mixture of both "■“^ W and ®^®W (thickness 30-40 mg/cm^) [Kir81].
3.5.1 Data collection, tape system and detection point
Extracted ions were implanted onto a moving tape system which was periodically 
removed, thus suppressing longer lived contaminant and daughter activities. Tape 
cycles ranging from 8 seconds up to 16000 seconds were investigated during the 
course of the experiment. The counting point was surrounded by a plastic scintil­
lator which registered counts from both and P~ particles, as well as electrons 
following internally converted decays. The counting point was also viewed by 
an array of germanium detectors, consisting of a seven element cluster detector 
[Ebe96j together with two standard 60-70% relative efficiency germanium detec­
tors. In addition, a planar germanium LEPS (Low Energy Photon Spectrometer) 
was used to increase the experimental detection sensitivity for low energy 7  rays 
and X rays. Events where the plastic scintillator and at least one germanium 
detector fired were written to tape for off-line analysis.
Figure 3.10 shows a side view of the detection system and tape station.
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Figure 3.10: Photograph of the detection system and tape station in the ISOL at 
GSI used in the Cluster experiment. The centre right of the photograph shows 
a Clover detector which was replaced in the current experiment with a single 
element germanium detector. Note that the tape drive system (which during the 
experiment operates in vacuum) is shown in the lower right part of the figure.
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3.5.2 Cluster detection array
A Cluster detector is one of the new generation multi-element germanium detec­
tors which provide an increased efficiency of 7 -ray detection [Nol94, Ebe92]. The 
Cluster detectors consist of seven large germanium crystals each one housed in 
an aluminum casing and all in the same cryostat.
3.5.3 Efficiency and energy calibration
The 7 -ray detection array consisted of a seven element cluster germanium de­
tector, together with two standard 60-70% relative efficiency Ge-detectors and a 
planar germanium LEPS.
10
1 100 1000E, (keV)
Figure 3.11: Absolute efficiency (%) curve for the sum of the Cluster and the two 
single element germanium detectors extracted from the ^®^ Eu and mixed sources.
These detectors (except the plastic scintillator) were calibrated for energy and 
efficiency using a mixed source (^^^Am, ^°^Cd, ^^^Cs, ®^ Co and ®°Co) and a ^®^ Eu
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source, which were attached to the tape and moved to the impact position of the 
beams extracted from the mass separator. The absolute efficiency curve for the 
sum of the cluster and two single element germanium detectors is shown in figure 
3.11.
The energy calibration spectra, showing the characterstic lines following the 
decays of ^^^Am, ^^^Cs and ®^ Co are illustrated in figure 3.12.
Add-back technique
The effect of using the add-back technique, which has been used to improve the 
photo-peak efficiency for the multiple crystals such as the Cluster germanium 
detector [Ebe92], is shown in the upper panel of figure 3.12. The improvement of 
this efficiency depends on the energy. As the energy increases the gain in efficiency 
due to add-back also increases. This arises simply due to the fact that the higher 
energy photons are more likely to be involved in the Compton scattering process 
[Duc99, She99]. The total energy of a Compton scattered photon can be obtained 
by adding up the energies that each neighboring crystal contributes.
3,5.4 Sorting and data reduction
The 7 -ray energy vs time events were sorted into 2-D (7 -time) matrices and sliced 
to give background-subtracted projected spectra. The matrices were constructed 
with 7 -ray events using the add-back technique for events in which two or more 
germanium detectors in the Cluster detector fired at the same time. The Radware 
suite of analysis programs [Rad95] was used to slice these matrices and view the 
spectra.
A summary of the mass and tape cycle selections investigated in this experi­
ment is shown in table 3.1.
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With add-back (A)
2 5 0 0
1 5 0 0
5 0 0
Without add-back (b )
2 5 0 0
CO
o
3  1 5 0 0
CO
5 0 0
(A-B)
2 5 0 0
1 5 0 0
5 0 0
3 0 0100 5 0 0 9 0 0  1 100  1 3 0 07 0 0Ey (keV)
Figure 3.12: Energy calibration using a mixed source for all of the crystals on the 
Cluster detector. The effect of the add-back is demonstrated in the upper and 
lower panels.
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Table 3.1: Summary of different masses, tape cycle, ion source and target selec­
tions investigated in the Cluster experiment.
Mass Beam Ion source Target Time cycle (s) Total counting time (min.)
174 i=«Xe W-TIS Ta 800 95
176 W-TIS Ta 8 321
176 » FEBIAD Re 1600 278
177 3? W-TIS Ta 8 30
177 33 FEBIAD Re 80 41
177 33 W-TIS Ta 160 599
177 33 W-TIS W 800 107
177 33 FEBIAD Re 1600 240
177 33 W-TIS Ta 1600 321
177 33 W-TIS W 1600 131
177 33 W-TIS Ta 8000 10
177 33 W-TIS Ta 9600 136
177 33 W-TIS Ta 16000 215
178 33 W-TIS Ta 8 217
178 33 W-TIS Ta 800 368
179 33 FEBIAD Re 800 29
179 33 FEBIAD Re 1600 55
180 33 FEBIAD Re 800 122
182 33 W-TIS W 160 148
182 33 W-TIS W 3200 55
183 33 W-TIS W 16 174
183 33 W-TIS w 160 133
183 33 W-TIS w 1600 186
184 33 W-TIS w 16 38
184 33 W-TIS w 160 261
184 33 W-TIS w 800 158
185 33 W-TIS w 160 235
186 33 W-TIS w 160 79
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3.6 Total Absorption Spectrometer (TAS) ex­
perimental details
A 20 pnA beam at 11.4 MeV per nucleon provided by the GSI UNILAC, 
was incident on natural tantalum and enriched (in tungsten targets inside
Thermal Ion Sources (TIS).
Using the following W-TIS sources and targets, three separate reaction con­
figurations were investigated;
1. W-TIS had a stack of 30 mg/cm^ Ta-catcher and 2.7 mg/cm^ W-window.
2. W-TIS had a stack of 30 mg/cm^ Ta-catcher and 10 mg/cm^ Ta-window.
3. W-TIS had a stack of 40 mg/cm^ (^^^W -I- ”®*W) and 2.6 mg/cm^
W-window.
All sources had three window heat shields of 40 microgram/cm^ carbon and two 
Ta foils of 1 mg/cm^ and operated at ^2700K.
A schematic diagram of the setup used in the second experiment is presented 
in figure 3.13. The central beam line of the separator was extended to deflect the 
mass separated beam 90° by means of an electrostatic mirror. Electrostatic Einzel 
and quadrupole lenses allowed the focussing of the beam onto the implantation 
point of the tape inside the collection chamber. Alternatively, the beam could be 
redirected by means of an electrostatic deflector to the monitoring station where 
one could periodically check the secondary beam using a large volume HPGe 
detector [Kar97].
The reaction products, from multinucleon-transfer and deep-inelastic pro­
cesses were extracted via a 50 kV extraction voltage and selected by mass using 
the GSI on-line mass separator. The beam was switched between the monitoring 
and the TAS setups in a 1 : 3 ratio in order to allow for background and on-line 
measurements respectively.
Radioactive sources were produced by depositing the mass-separated beam 
on to a plastic tape. The sources were then transported to the centre of the
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T O T A L  A B SO R F T IC m  G A M M A  
S P E C T R O M E T E R
Reference detector Nal
Nal(Tl) "plug” 
♦ 3 5 x 3 5 cm *
F ro m  m a ss -se p a ra to r
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Electrostatic 
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Source composition 
monitoring setup
Mass-separated beam
Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram showing the TAB setup. The mass separated 
beam can either be directed up to the TAB platform or to the monitoring setup. 
The figure shows that there is an insert that includes the Bi and Ge detectors 
surrounding the source position. The Nal(Tl) ‘plug’ detector completes the 47t 
detection geometry of the large volume Nal(Tl) crystal. The presence of a refer­
ence detector is to assure similar optical and temperature responses.
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Figure 3.14: A photograph showing the cylindrical well with a 51 mm diame­
ter and 203 mm depth [Kar97] drilled along the symmetry axis of the Nal(Tl) 
detector to allow the insertion of a separate detector assembly.
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TAS (which was in air) via a differential pumping system. The pressure increases 
from < 10“  ^ mbar in the separator beam line to < 10“® mbar in the collection 
chamber, which is connected to atmospheric pressure via a series of narrow slits 
(1.7 mm^ rectangular cross section, 105 mm long): < 10“  ^ mbar after the first 
slit, < 10 mbar after the second, and finally atmospheric pressure.
Figure 3.14 is a photograph showing the cylindrical well (051 mmx 203 mm, 
where 0  =  diameter of the crystal) drilled into the heart of the large volume 
Nal crystal along the symmetry axis allowing for the insertion of a separate 
detector assembly. In addition to guiding rollers for the tape transporting the 
radioactive sources into the centre of the TAS, the standard assembly consists 
of two (018 mmxO.5 mm or 018 mm xl.O mm) silicon detectors for ^-particles 
and a small (016 mmxlO mm) germanium detector for X rays and low energy 
7  rays [Kar97]. For optimising the efficiency of both ^  and X-ray detection only 
one silicon detector was used in the current experiment. The radioactive sources 
were positioned in the centre between the silicon and germanium detectors. On 
the middle top of the photograph shown in figure 3.14 a (043 m m xl50 mm) 
Nal(Tl) ‘plug’ detector was used to complete the near 47t geometry for the large 
volume Nal(Tl) crystal [Kar97, Kar98].
A reference Nal(Tl) detector was used to assure similar optical and temper­
ature responses. The light puiser (LED) amplitude was continuously compared 
to the 7 -ray transition from a long-lived isotope (e.g. the 2.505 MeV sum peak 
of ®®Co) placed in the centre of the reference detector. More information on the 
system can be found in reference [Kar97].
3.6.1 Electronics setup
The electronics diagram for the TAS station part of this experiment is shown 
schematically in figure 3.15. Three different types of detector were located at the 
TAS station (see figure. 3.13). When the incident radiation deposits its energy 
in either a silicon or a germanium detector, a weak charge is generated, collected
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Figure 3.15: Electronics diagram for the TAS station at the GSI on-line mass 
separator.
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and amplified by a preamplifier (PA).
For the sodium iodide detector the radiation is transformed into a light pulse 
which is collected by the photocathode. The charge produced is amplified within 
the photomultiplier (PM) tube without adding a large amount of noise to the 
signal.
Two outputs are available from the Pre-Amplifier (PA). The first one was 
used for energy information while the second one was used for the time informa­
tion. The energy signal was shaped and amplified (AMPs, figure3.15), taken to 
Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs) and if the event is accepted written on 
a magnetic tape.
The energy signal of the germanium detector was processed through two dif­
ferent ADCs fed by two different amplifiers. The first amplifier with a lower gain 
was for high energy events (CEC) and the other had a higher gain for low energy 
7  rays (CEX) (see figure 3.15).
The time signal of each detector was passed through a Timing Filter Amplifier 
(TEA) in order to provide a fast amplified signal for coincidence definition and 
half-life measurement. The TFA output was converted into a fast logic pulse via 
a Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) for any signal that exceeds a low-level 
threshold, which was set on the CFD to remove noise.
The fast timing signals provided by the CFDs were delayed and used as stop 
signals for the Time to Digital Converters (TDCs). The start signal was given 
by an ‘OR’ of all the timing signals provided by the CFDs. In this sense there 
was a common start, so if any detector fired it started all of the TDCs. 
Additional time information was provided by a clock input to a scaler. The value 
of the scaler was recorded on tape when a good event was recorded. The scaler 
was reset to zero every time a collected sample was moved.
Finally the processed events were taken to the acqusition system.
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3.6.2 Efficiency and energy calibrations
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Figure 3.16: Energy calibration spectrum for the small Ge detector in the TAS 
station using the ^®^ Eu source. The spectrum shows the low-energy transitions 
which the small germanium detector (well shielded from room background by the 
massive Nal crystal) was sensitive to.
A mixed source (^^^Am, ®°Co and together with standard and ^^^Eu
sources were used to calibrate the energy for all detectors at both the monitor and 
TAS stations. Figures 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 show the energy calibration spectra for 
the small Ge detector, the large volume Nal(Tl) detector, and silicon detector 
respectively.
The absolute efficiency curves are shown in figure 3.19, for the Ge detector within 
the TAS setup and in figure 3.20 for the germanium detector used in the moni­
toring station.
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Figure 3.17: Energy calibration spectrum of the main Nal crystal in the TAS 
station using the mixed source. The first main peak indicates the position of the 
662 keV ^^^Cs decay 7 -ray transition and the second one is the peak for the sum 
of the two known ®°Co decay energies (1173+1332 =  2505 keV).
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Figure 3.18: Electron energy calibration spectrum for the Si detector using the 
^^^Bi source. The marked peaks show the positions of the two known transitions 
of ^^^Bi after subtracting the atomic binding energy ( = 8 8  keV) for Pb into which 
the Bi is decaying.
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Figure 3.19: Efficiency calibration (%) for the small germanium detector inside 
the TAS station, plotted on a log-log scale, using the ^^^Eu source.
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Figure 3.20: Efficiency calibration (%) for the large germanium detector used at 
the monitor station, plotted on a log-log scale, using the ^®^ Eu source.
Chapter 4 
A nalysis and results for the  
Cluster expt.
4.1 D ata  analysis
The events coming from the products obtained following the binary reactions be­
tween an 11.4 MeV per nucleon ^^ ®Xe beam, with a typical current of 20 particle- 
nA and different type of targets were measured at the implantation point with a 
large-solid-angle plastic scintillator for ^5-particle and conversion-electron detec­
tion, and an array of germanium detectors for 7 -ray detection. The events were 
written to a magnetic tape, in list mode, for off-line analysis. The different ion 
sources and targets used in this experiment are listed in section 3.6.
4.1.1 Scintillator gating
Figure 4.1 shows an example of a scintillator /5-energy spectrum obtained with 
a ^^ ®Xe beam of 11.4 MeV per nucleon into a tantalum target in a thermal ion 
source with a tape period of 800 s, taken from the A =  174 setting. Other energy 
spectra for mass 178 data, using the same beam, ion source and target are shown 
in figure 4.2. The effect of the background contamination is apparent in the upper
68
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Figure 4.1: Energy spectrum of /? particles (Counts vs E/j in arbitrary units) 
recorded by the plastic scintillator.
panel of figure 4.2. The strongest peaks coming from background lines are due to 
decays from (1461 keV) and positron annihilation at 511 keV. However, after 
gating on coincident events in the scintillator (conversion electrons or /^-particles) 
this spectrum is dramatically cleaned up.
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Figure 4.2: (A) Singles 7 -ray energy spectrum from an 8  s tape cycle for A =  
178 using the W-TIS source and Ta-target; (B) Same as (A), but requiring a fast 
scintillator coincidence; (C) Same as (B) with add-back applied to the Cluster 
crystals. The background lines are taken from [Fin76].
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Figure 4.3: Spectra showing the effect of two ion sources in releasing different 
elements (note the different targets as well). Both sets of data were taken from 
an A=177 setting with a tape cycle period of 1600 s. Transitions from the =  
37/2“ t j /2 =  51.4 min [Chu72] isomer in ^^^Hf can be seen in the lower spectrum.
As discussed in the preceding chapter, by the correct choice of ion source, 
a high degree of chemical separation can be achieved. This is demonstrated in 
figure 4.3 which highlights the different release characteristics for two ion sources 
and targets. The upper panel of figure 4.3 shows the transitions observed from the 
decay of elements released from the FEBIAD source, while the lower panel shows 
the analogous spectrum for the thermal ion-source. Both spectra are taken from 
the A=177 setting with a cycle time of 1600 s. Note that the thermal ion-source 
releases lutetium abundantly while the FEBIAD source is relatively efficient in 
releasing ytterbium but not hafnium.
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Figure 4.4: Gamma-ray grow-in spectra gated by the scintillator A =  177, for a 
tape cycle period of 1600 s (1 second/channel). The lower spectrum shows the 
first three individual runs, while the upper one shows the sum of the first eight 
tape cycles.
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4.1.2 Grow-in technique and tape cycle speeds
The grow-in technique used here is demonstrated in figure 4.4 for mass 177 with 
a tape cycle period of 1600 s. The lower panel shows the time spectra for the 
first three individual cycles. The upper panel shows the sum for the first eight 
tape cycles. Three examples of the time (grow-in) spectra are shown in figure 4.5 
where one can see the effect of the tape cycle speed on the sensitivity, for lifetime 
measurements of the reported 85 s half-life in the ^^^Tm decay [Ryk89]
(gated by the 105 and 518 keV 7 -ray transitions).
The lower panel of figure 4.5 shows the grow-in curve for the 160 s tape cycle 
which is less than two half-lives. This means that the full grow-in is not observed 
here, whereas in the 1600 s spectrum a fiat grow-in curve is clearly observed with 
a half-life consistent with the published value.
The grow-in curve technique and relevant equations for one and two components 
are derived and explained in detail in Appendix A.
4.1.3 Mass gating
The ions released were selected by mass using the on-line mass separator. The 
effectiveness of this mass selection is demonstrated in figure 4.6 which shows the 
spectra for A =  182, 183, 184, 185 and 186. All of these data were taken using 
the tungsten target with a tungsten catcher in a thermal ion source and a tape 
cycle period of 160 s. The isobaric selectivity is clear, with no contaminations 
(from eg. molecular ions) present.
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Figure 4.5: Grow-in curves using different tape cycles for the 85 s half-life (105 
and 518 keV transitions) for the decay. The data were taken
from three different runs with A =  177. The best fit curves are shown, and are 
consistent with the known liftime [Ryk89].
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Figure 4.6: Gating by mass. The only difference in all spectra is the setting of 
the GSI on-line mass separator. All data were taken using a W-target in the 
TIS with a tape period of 160 s. The isotopic labels indicate the parent nuclei 
[Bak65, War71a, Col77, E1181, Ryk83].
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Figure 4.7: Gamma ray spectra for A=183 ions from the thermal ion source 
using a W target for tape periods of 16s, 160s, and 1600s respectively. Note that 
the t i /2 =  1.07 h decay from ^®^ Hf is only readily apparent in the 1600 s cycle. 
(?) indicates the absence of ^®^ Hf transitions in the shorter time cycles.
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Figure 4.8: Gamma-ray spectra for A =  177 using the Ta-target in the W-TIS. 
Note the effect of the tape cycle time in selecting different half-lives. (The total 
collection times were 599, 321 and 215 minutes for the 160, 1600 and 16000 s 
cycle times respectively). The labels indicate the daughter nuclei.
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4.1,4 Channel selection and tape systems.
In addition to the mass selection, other channel selection can be provided by, 
(1 ) the choice of reaction to form the nuclei of interest; (2 ) the type of ion source 
such as FEBIAD or TIS [Kir81] (see figure 4.3); and (3) the tape cycle speed to 
select decays of different lifetimes (typically, the furthest from stability are the 
shortest lived).
The extracted ions were sent to a counting station and a moving tape sys­
tem where the 7  rays from the radioactivity (with lifetimes usually longer than 
hundreds of milliseconds) are measured. The tape could be moved with different 
frequencies or cycle times, which means that the detection system becomes sen­
sitive to different rates of decay. For example, if the tape moves the radioactivity 
away quickly, only the relatively short lived products'will decay in the view of 
the detection system and at the other extreme, the longer lived decays will be 
moved away before (on average) they have sufficient time to decay.
The effect of different tape cycle speeds is demonstrated in figure 4.7. This 
was used to provide selection of elements within the A =  183 isobaric chain by 
enhancing decay half-lives in a specific temporal range. The 7 -ray spectra gated 
on the full cycle times for tape periods of 16, 160 and 1600 s respectively for A =  
183 are shown in figure 4.7. In all cycles, the 69, 168, 248, 957, 1057, 1088, 1125 
and 1188 keV lines coming from the decay of ^®^ Lu — wi t h a half-life of 58 s 
[Ryk89] are clearly present. However, in the 1600 s cycle, the presence of the 73, 
316, 459 and 784 keV transitions coming from the ^-decay of ^®^ Hf -7^^^Ta with 
a half-life of 1.07 h [Miz56] are also apparent. Note that virtually no counts from 
these transitions were observed with the other two (shorter) cycle times.
4.2 Candidate for a high-spin K-isomer
The effect of time gating by using different tape cycle frequencies is demonstrated 
in figure 4.8 which shows the 7 -ray spectra for mass 177 from the tantalum target
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Figure 4.9: Single half-life fit for the transitions of 105 and 518 keV in 
showing the half-life of 85 s following decay of The tape cycle was
800 s.
in the TIS source, at tape cycle periods of 160, 1600 and 16000 s respectively. 
Recall that the grow-in rate R is given by
where A is the decay constant; t is the time of irradiation and Ao is the produc­
tion / implantation rate.
The shortest tape cycle (160 s) clearly identifies the short lived 105 keV and 
518 keV transitions following the ground state y5-decay of ^^^Tm -4-^^^Yb [Ryk89]. 
A single component grow-in fit was applied to the time spectra for the previously 
reported transitions [Ryk89] at energies of 105 and 518 keV from the decay of 
^^^Tm -4^ '^^Yb. The result, shown in figure 4.9, gives a value of 84^20 s, consistent 
with the published half-life (85l^s s) [Ryk89].
The 1600 and 16000 s tape cycle spectra in figure 4.8 show the 7 -ray lines at 
122, 150 and 1080 keV which correspond to the /9-decay from the longer lived
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Figure 4.10: Single component fit for the 122, 150 and 1080 keV transitions in 
^^^Lu showing the 1.911 h decay grow-in curve following /3~ decay of (for 
Ao=267 counts per 400 s, in the 16000 s time period).
ground state decay of [Miz56].
The single component grow-in fit gated on these transitions is shown in figure 4.10 
and gives a half-life of 2.07 ±  0.10 h, consistent with the published half-life of 
1.91 ±  0.11 h [Miz56]. Note, that due to the short cycle period, this decay did 
not equilibrate prior to the tape moving.
The longer two cycles (1600 and 16000 s) of figure 4.8 show a significantly 
increased number of lines, specifically those coming from the previously identified 
=  37/2“ isomer in ^^^Hf [War71a] which has a well established half-life of
51.4 ±0.5 min.
It is interesting to note that the single component grow-in curve for the sum 
of lines de-populating the =  37/2“ isomer, gives a half-life of 76.4lg^ min. 
(figure 4.11).
The as a function of half-life obtained by fitting a one component grow- 
in curve (for a fixed Aq value of 223.4 counts/400 s) for ^^^Hf transitions is
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Figure 4.11: Single component grow-in fit for =  37/2" isomer in ^^^Hf (for 
Ao =  223.4 counts per 400 s).
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Figure 4.12: for one component fit of =  37/2 isomer in The data
were for Aq= 223.4 counts/400 s.
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illustrated in figure 4.12. This shows the minimum of 73 for t i /2 =  76.4 
min. Applying the Xmm+1 method [Neu74] for estimating the uncertainty of the 
minimum value, yields 76.4tg^ min. This half-life is considerably longer than the 
previously published value of 51.4 min. [Chu72]. Note however, that these data 
were only taken for a single 16000 s cycle and effects such as variation in primary 
beam intensity are not averaged out as they would be if many cycles had been 
taken.
2600 lOs
to 1600
,Ce
Ge Tb
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600
Yb
Cd
Xe-4 0 0 100
Z
Figure 4.13: Temperature in degrees celsius required to produce a pressure 
(vapour) of 10“*^ Torr vs Atomic Number. Data points taken from [RobSO]
One possible explanation for the disparity between the measured and pub­
lished lifetime is that the K'^ =  37/2“ decay in as observed in this exper­
iment, is actually fed by a higher lying /^-decaying isomeric state in ^^^Lu. The 
evidence put forward to support this suggestion is outlined below.
(i) The clear observation of lines from the K'^ =37/2“ isomer in ^^^Hf is 
at odds with the fact that the release of refractory elements such as hafnium 
is expected to be suppressed from a thermal ion source. Hafnium has a high
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boiling point (4603 °C) and is also hindered in making a vapour. For example 
hafnium requires 2000 °C to produce a vapour pressure of 10"“^ Torr while the 
neighbouring A =  177 isobar, lutetium, requires only 1260°C to produce the same 
vapour pressure under the same conditions (see figure 4.13). Moreover figure 4.14
11
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Figure 4.14: Ionisation potential in (eV) vs Atomic Number showing an approx­
imate ionisation efficiency of different elements used with a thermal ion source. 
Data points taken from [RobSO]
illustrates the relatively high ionization efficiency of lutetium in the thermal ion 
source.
(ii) The measured single component (effective) half-life for the ^^^Hf =
37/2“ isomer of 76.4 ig® min. is inconsistent with the previous measurements for 
this decay of 11/2 =  51.4 min.
In order to investigate the suggestion that direct release of Hf isotopes is 
highly suppressed, two other settings were analysed in detail, namely masses 178 
and 182. These were chosen in order to search for the direct population (or lack 
of) of isomeric (K^ =  8“ ) states in hafnium nuclei.
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Figure 4.15: Decay schemes for the ^-fed states in and taken from 
[Kho77, War71b]
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Figure 4.16; Gamma-ray spectrum for the A=178 setting with a tape cycle of 
800 s for the tantalum target with a TIS. Note the clear identification of lines 
following the decay from the t i /2  =  4 s =  8" isomer in ^^^Hf [Boo94], which 
is j^-fed by the =  9“ state in ^^ ®Lu.
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The specific decays of interest were the long lived =  8 “ isomeric states in 
[Kho77] and [Kir82, War71b, War74] which have intrinsic half-lives of 
4 s and 61.5 min respectively. Note, that while the isomeric state in ^^ ®Hf can be 
fed from the ^d-decay of the K'^ =  9“ low-lying state in the mother nucleus, 
this scenario is not true for the ^®^ Hf isomer (see figure 4.15).
Figure 4,16 shows the 7 -ray spectrum for mass 178, using the tantalum target 
in a thermal ion source with an 800 s tape cycle. This spectrum clearly shows 
the lines decaying from the — 8 ~ isomer in ^^^Hf (89, 93, 214, 326 and 426 
keV).
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Figure 4.17: The transitions below the =  8 “ isomer in ^^^Hf showing a decay 
half-life consistent with a population via the ^"-decay of the low-lying high-spin 
state in ^^Lu (ti/2 =  23.1 min.).
The deduced half-life for the sum of the grow-in curves, gated on the 89, 93, 
214, 326, and 426 keV transitions assuming a single component grow-in, gives 
a value of t i /2 =  23.3lo;i (and Aq =  53000 counts/20 s). This result is 
shown in figure 4.17, and is consistent with the feeding of the isomer by the ^^Tu 
/?-decay.
As shown in figure 4.18, the result of a minimisation using the + 1
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Figure 4.18: versus the fitted half-life for the transitions (89, 93, 213, 326, and
426 keV) below the — 8" isomer in This fit gave a minimum value of
23.3 mill.
method [Neu74] for the sum of these transitions gives t i /2 =  23.3i§;f min.
Figure 4.19 shows the analogous 7 -ray spectrum for A=182, where the lines fed 
by the (low-spin) ^ “-decay of ^ ®^ Lu are observed, but no obvious direct population 
of the K=8~ isomer is present. (Note the absence of the transitions at 344 and 
455 keV corresponding to the 6+ —)■ 4+ and 8+ —>• 6+ decays in ^^^Hf respectively 
[War71b, War74]).
The measured half-life from the grow-in curve gives a value of 2.304:0.25 
minutes as shown in figure 4.20, (for Aq =  270.5 counts/80s) consistent with 
the published value for the half-life of the ground state /?"-decay of ^®^ Lu of 
ti/2=2.0±0.2 min. [Kir82]. By contrast, there is no evidence of the population 
of the =  8“ isomer (ti/2 =  61.5 min.) in ^®^ Hf [War71b, War74], via a low- 
lying, high-spin /^ “ -decaying state in ^®^ Lu. The lack of evidence for the direct 
population of the =  8“ isomer is consistent with the conclusion that the
release of Hf ions are highly suppressed in the thermal ion source and suggests
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Figure 4.19: Gamma-ray energy spectrum for the A=182 setting with a tape 
cycle period of 3200 s. Note the observation of the 4’*' 2+ and 2+ -4- O’^
transitions in (from ^®^ Lu /? decay figure 4.15), but the absence of the
6 +  —} 4+ (344 keV) and 8"^  - 4  6+  (455 keV) transitions below the ^®^ Hf =  8~
isomer [WarTlb, War74].
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Figure 4.20: Grow-in curve for the transitions at 98, 224, 721, 808 and 818 keV 
following the /?~-decay of ^®^ Lu to ^®^ Hf (for Aq =  270.5 counts per 80 s). The 
tape cycle was 3200 s.
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that the =  37/2" isomer may be fed by a ^-decaying state in ^^^Ln.
Two methods of analysis were undertaken to determine the lifetime of the 
^"-decaying state itself and to identify any internal decay branches from the 
proposed =  39/2" state in ^^^Lu to lower lying states in this nucleus via 7  
decay. (The assignment for the proposed state will be discussed in chapter 6 . 
For the present, the value of 39/2" is used as a convenient label.)
The first method used a two component fit to the grow-in curve for the ob­
served decays from the =  37/2“ isomer in fixing the half-life of the
lower (K^ =  37/2" isomeric) state to the published value of t i /2  =  51.4 min. 
This yields a first component of t i /2 =  6 min. for the higher lying /^"-decaying 
state (figure 4.21). A minimisation for the lifetime of the upper level using 
this two component technique is shown in figure 4.22 and gives a best fit value 
of 6 tl  min. for the proposed state.
The second method used a search for internal decays in ^^^Lu by investigating 
the ratio of counts for individual 7 -ray transitions in the 1600 s and 16000 s tape 
cycle spectra for mass 177.
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Figure 4.21: Two component grow-in fit for transitions de-populating the =  
37/2~ isomer in (fixing the lifetime for the ^^^Hf =  37/2“ isomer as
51.4 min. [War71a, Chu72]).
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Figure 4.22: A plot for the proposed =  39/2“^-decaying state in "^^ L^u. 
The quoted ti/g value is for the higher lying isomer, performing a two-component 
lifetime fit for the observed transitions decaying from the t i /2=  51.4 min. isomer 
in
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Table 4.1: The 7 -ray transition intensity ratio for A=177 in the two runs with 
16000 and 1600 s cycles, using a Ta target in a thermal ion source. The previously 
unidentified lines are indicated with a question mark and have half-lives consistent 
with the few minutes regime. The 1461 keV background line from was used 
as a normalisation line (see also figure 4.23 ).
E , A^ ieooo Nuoo ■^ (16000/1600) Mother nucleus
104.5 44004:150 54254:220 0.814:0.04 Tm
113.5 11704:90 3304:70 3.54:0.8 Hf
1 2 2 .1 13204:120 3104:60 4.34:0.9 Yb
128.9 5704:70 2004:20 2.854:0.45 Hf
139.3 6804:50 1504:30 4.534:0.96 Yb
150.9 68004:300 19604:90 3.464:0.22 Yb
174.9 4704:90 904:35 5.234:2.13 Hf
204.6 4404:60 1354:15 3.264:0.57 Hf
208.6 25104:130 6404:30 3.924:0.27 Hf
214.2 8204:300 3804:40 2.164:0.24 Hf
228.6 10604:50 3954:15 2.684:0.16 Hf
234.4 1904:20 554:10 3.454:0.72 Hf
249.9 1854:15 754:15 2.464:0,53 Hf
277.5 13354:35 5204:10 2.574:0.08 Hf
282.0 2854:15 1104:30 2.594:0.72 Hf
295.1 13154:100 5204:60 2.534:0.35 Hf
305.7 1204:15 704:10 1.714:0.32 Hf
311.5 10354:60 4104:25 2.524:0.21 Hf
326.8 16404:55 6604:20 2.484:0.11 Hf
378.5 6154:40 2854:25 2.164:0.23 Hf
413.9 1104:35 554:10 2.004:0.73 ?
418.5 4204:30 2004:30 2.14:0.35 Hf
426.4 1204:10 1404:25 0.864:0.16 Hf
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Table 4.1 continued.
#7 ■Nieooo -Nieoo jR(16000/1600) Mother nu
510.7 9854:30 1290480 0.7640.05 e+e"
517.9 1004:10 230440 0.4340.09 Tm
572.5 170440 90410 1.8940.24 Hf
588.3 60425 80425 0.7540.39 Tm
606.5 320455 165420 1.9440.41 Hf
622.4 50430 60410 0.8340.52 Tm
637.6 325425 100420 3.2540.69 Hf
898.7 65415 30410 2.1640.87 Yb
941.4 88415 25410 3.5241.53 Yb
1003.1 4045 50415 0.8040.26 ?
1027.8 60410 2545 2.4040.62 Yb
1080.0 290430 100415 2.9040.52 Yb
1119.6 60415 38410 1.5840.57 Yb
1149.6 45410 1046 4.540.63 Yb
1241.0 60420 4045 1.540.53 Yb
1291.7 40410 55415 0.7340.27 ?
1327.3 3748 83415 0,4540.12 ?
1460.6 180415 13045 1.3840.12 40k
Table 4.1 and figure 4.23 show that the ratio for the transitions following 
the decay of the ^^^Yb (ti/2=1.911 h), gives a value between 2 and
3 using the ratio method. The observed transitions following the depopulation 
of K^=37/2“ isomer in also have a weighted average of approximately 3.
Note, the shorter half-life of 85 s for the transitions associated with the ^^^Tm 
->^^^Yb decay have a much lower weighted mean of 0.83.
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Figure 4.23: Ratio of peak areas for the 16000 s and 1600 s cycles for mass 
177 using the TIS with a Ta target. The filled circles represent the transitions 
following the decay of the 51 min. isomer in The squares are the
/?-decay to ^^^Lu. Transitions for ^^^Tm are represented by diamonds and the 
^^^Ta internal decay is marked with a star. The unknown transitions are labelled 
with a triangle up. The data points for the background e+e~ and lines (511 
and 1461 keV) are also plotted as reference points.
A proposed partial decay scheme for the isobaric ^^^Lu and ^^^Hf nuclei in­
corporating the newly proposed =  39/2" isomer in ^^^Lu is shown in figure 
4.24, all transitions from the known =  23/2" isomer in ^^^Lu and the 51 min. 
isomer in ^^^Hf are also shown.
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Figure 4.24: Partial decay schemes for ^^ "^ Lu and showing the known iso­
meric states and the candidate isomer with =  39/2" in ^^^Lu (all energies 
are given with respect to the 7/2“ ground state of [Jor62, Hav67, Ber67,
Hub69, Kra74, Mat89, War71a, Chu72]. The ground state decays for ^^^Tm and 
are also shown for completeness.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of production rates between W and Ta targets with 
the thermal ion source for a 1600 s tape cycle period for mass 177. Note, the 
presence of the 1003 keV line which is a candidate for a transition from a state 
above the =  37/2“ isomer in fed directly by the /?“-decay of the
proposed =  39/2“ state in ^^^Lu (see section 5.2). The total collection time 
was 131 min, for the W-target and 321 min. for the Ta-target.
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In figure 4.25, four previously iiureported trausitious with energies of 413, 
1003, 1292 and 1327 keV (labelled with ?) were identified with ratios correspond­
ing to decay half-lives in the few minutes regime, consistent with the estimated 
half-life of 6 ^2  min. for the decay of the proposed K^=39/2~ state in 
Since the decay of such a state to the K’^ =37/2“ state in ^^^Hf could proceed by 
a direct Gamow-Teller (A / = 1 ) /3 strength, one would expect most of the decay 
to go directly to the K’^ =37/2~ isomer by energy arguments.
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Figure 4.26: The ratio between the 7 -ray intensities as measured using the W 
and Ta targets in a TIS with a 1600 s tape cycle for A =  177. Note, the ratio for 
the 1003 keV is different from the 85 s ^^^Tm transitions.
A comparison of the yield ratio between the W and Ta targets for the four 
unknown transitions is carried out in figure 4.26. The 1003 keV has a lower yield 
compared to the 518 keV transition from the 85 s ^^^Tm decay, while the other
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three unplaced decays are within the la  uncertainty limit of the 518 keV.
To summarise, the Cluster experiment presents some evidence for a
high-spin K-isomer which /3-decays into the =  37/2“ 51 min. isomer in 
This arises from observing the 51 min. isomer transitions abundantly, but with 
a different half-life from the published value and the fact that hafnium ions are 
highly suppressed in the thermal ion source.
The =  8 “ isomers in both the 178 and 182 mass settings were investi­
gated to examine the amount of direct population of those isomeric states in 
hafnium nuclei. The results strongly support the argument that hafnium ions 
are suppressed in the thermal ion source.
The half-life of the newly proposed isomer was estimated using two different 
methods, the first one used a two component fit for the grow-in curve of the 51 
min. isomer transitions, the second method used a search for internal decays in 
^^^Lu by investigating the ratio of counts for individual 7  transitions in the 1600 
and 16000 s tape cycle spectra for mass 177. The results of this experiment have 
been published in ref. [Al-0 2 ].
Chapter 5 
A nalysis and results for the TAS 
expt.
A 2 0 -particle-nA beam of ^^ ®Xe at 11.4 MeV per nucleon, from the GSI UNILAC, 
was incident onto 30 mg/cm^ natural tantalum and 40 mg/cm^ tungsten (en­
riched in targets placed inside a thermal ion source (TIS). The positive ion 
reaction products from multinucleon-transfer and deep-inelastic processes were 
accelerated via a 50 kV extraction voltage and selected by mass using the GSI 
on-line mass separator. The mass-selected beam was taken to two separate mea­
suring stations. The ‘monitor’ station consisted of a large-volume, germanium 
7 -ray detector (relative efficiency 67%) operated in coincidence with a plastic 
scintillator for electron detection. The ‘TAS’ station consisted of a large volume 
sodium iodide scintillator, inside which was a small-volume germanium detector 
and a 1-mm thick silicon detector, each in approximately 2?r detection geometry. 
The TAS had approximately 47t detection geometry for 7  rays (see ref [Kar97]).
At both counting stations, the mass-selected beam was deposited on to a 
plastic tape, and transported periodically to the focus of the radiation detectors.
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Table 5.1: Summary of different masses, tape cycle speeds and target combina­
tions investigated in the TAS experiment.
Mass Beam Target Tape cyc.(s) Total counting time (min.)
177 186^ ^ 16 316
= ”“ -^Ta 80 248
= 186^ 80 198
= = ^“*-Ta 320 540
= 186^ 320 343
= = ise^ y^ 640 2 0 0
= = ”“*-Ta 1 2 0 0 975
= = "®*-Ta 2700 190
= = ”“*'Ta 3600 60
178 186^ 4 498
= — 186^ 16 390
= = 186^ 320 90
180 : : 186^ 4 320
182 = 186'^ 4 72
— = 186-yy^ 320 521
5.1 D a ta  analysis
Radiations were studied for mass settings in the range 177 < A < 182, as shown 
in table 5.1. The principal data, discussed in this chapter, comes mostly from 
measurements for A =  177 and A =  182.
After the implantation of radioactivity onto the plastic tape, the tape was 
periodically moved, to transport the accumulated radioactivity into the centre 
of the TAS detector for measurement. In addition to the preliminary on-line 
analysis during the experiment, each event was processed and registered on a
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magnetic tape for subsequent off-line analysis.
The Radware analysis program [Rad95] was used to slice these matrices and 
view the spectra. The following two examples indicate how different gating con­
ditions work;
(i) Element identification was achieved by observing coincidences with char­
acteristic X-rays (observed in the Ge detector) following electron capture (EC) 
or internal conversion.
(ii) By gating on a strong 7 -ray transition in the Nal(Tl) spectrum, the /3 
energy spectrum associated with that particular transition could be obtained and 
used for determination of the end-point energy. Note, however, that due to the 
small (1mm) Si-detector thickness, this method had a rather limited efficiency.
5.2 Further evidence supporting the existence 
of high-spin K-isomer
In this section supporting evidence for the existence of the high-lying /3-decaying 
isomer in ^^^Lu (as discussed in the previous chapter) is presented.
The effect of putting different gates on the TAS energy spectrum and project­
ing the coincident germanium 7 -ray spectrum is demonstrated in figure 5 .1 , which 
shows TAS coincidences (total projection) in the upper panel. The strongest pre­
viously unidentified (now marked as hafnium) transition, at 89 keV, is prominent. 
It is still weakly observed in the Si-detector coincidence (middle panel) but is ef­
fectively absent in TAS anticoincidence (lower panel).
Examining the TAS events in coincidence with the 89 keV transition as mea­
sured in the germanium detector (lower panel of figure 5.2) shows a prominent 
peak at E.y =  1003 keV. The small “hump” to the left of this peak may have a 
connection with a more complex cascade (see later). The central panel of fig­
ure 5.2 represents the 208 keV ^^^Lu— transition [Hav67, Mat89] detected
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Figure 5.1: Gamma-rays recorded for A — 177 by the small Ge detector at the 
TAS station, with a 1200 s tape period and a tantalum target. The strongest 
previously unreported transition, at 89 keV, is observed clearly in the upper 
panel, in TAS coincidence. It is also observable in Si coincidence (middle panel) 
but not apparent in the TAS anticoincidence spectrum (lower panel). The 53-56 
keV transitions are X-rays for hafnium and ytterbium, and the 61-65 keV 
transitions are the corresponding X-rays.
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Figure 5.2: Gamma-rays recorded at A =  177 by the TAS, in coincidence with 
different transitions observed in the Ge detector. The tape cycle period was 
1200-s and the data were taken using a tantalum target. The lower panel is of 
principal interest, showing coincidences with the previously unobserved 89 keV 
transition. The energy scale is equivalent to 20 keV per channel. The energies 
indicated in the upper two panels correspond (with ±4 keV uncertainties) to well 
known 7 -ray transitions in [Hav67, Mat89] and ^^^Lu [Miz56].
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(b) At =  160— > 320 s
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Figure 5.3: Gamma-ray spectra for A — 177, obtained using a tantalum target 
and a tape cycle time of 320 s, recorded by the large germanium crystal, in 
coincidence with the plastic scintillator detector (i.e. at the monitor station), (a) 
shows the first 160 s (At =  O^lOOs) and (b) corresponds to the second 160 s 
(At =  160—>-320s) of the time interval. It can be seen that most of the intensity 
comes in the first half of the time interval. The energy scale is equivalent to 2 
keV per channel.
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by the TAS when a gate is set on the coincident 113 keV 7  ray in the small 
germanium detector, while the upper panel shows the 1080 keV transition in the 
decay of ^^^Yb to ^^^Lu [Miz56] detected in the TAS when gated by the 150 keV 
transition in the Ge-detector. These two examples illustrate how individual 7 -ray 
peaks appear in the TAS spectra. The energy of the peak as determined from the 
TAS spectrum in the lower panel of figure 5.2 (in coincidence with the 89 keV) 
is 999±4 keV. This can be associated with the peak observed in the germanium 
detector (monitor detector) at 1003 keV (figure 5.3).
Gate: 1003 keV in TASM—45
-Hf K X—rays
c3
o CDLO
LOLO
20 100
(keV)
60 140 80 220
Figure 5.4: Small volume Ge-detector spectrum for A =  177, using a Ta target 
on a 1200 s cycle, gated by the 1003 keV transition in the TAS, and with a 
subtraction of a similar range of an adjacent ‘background’ region. The previously 
unreported 89 keV transition and the Hf X-ray peaks are clearly seen.
Note that, the 1003 keV peak was observed in the earlier experiment (see
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figure 4.8) and was identified there as a transition of potential interest with re­
gard to the hypothesised ^^Lu high-K isomer decay. Gating on the 1003-keV 
transition in the TAS, the 89 keV transition is clearly present in the Ge-detector 
coincidence spectrum. With subtraction of an adjacent background region, fig­
ure 5.4 illustrates that the 89 keV transition is in association with hafnium 
X-rays. Furthermore, the X-ray intensity, relative to the 89 keV 7 -ray intensity, 
implies a small electron-conversion coefficient, and hence E l character for the 89- 
keV transition: «^(exp) =  0.415 zfc 0.152 for the 89 keV transition is consistent 
with the theoretical, «^(El) =  0.400 [Hag6 8 , Ros78].
100 t/ry = 7.7 i  3.0 min
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Figure 5.5: Fit to the decay curve for the 89 keV transition (from the TAS gated 
small Ge detector).
It is determined, therefore, that the 89 and 1003 keV transitions are in co­
incidence, and that they are associated with internal decays in A single
component decay fit was applied to the time curve gated by the 89 keV events. 
The result is shown in figure 5.5, yielding a half-life of 7.7 ±  3.0 min. The min-
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imum is shown in figure 5.6 at the same value. The conclusion from these 
data is that either (i) there is a new 7 -decaying isomer in or (ii) there is a
previously unreported /^-decaying isomer in ^^^Lu. The Si-detector spectra (fig­
ure. 5.7) support the latter, /?-decay scenario. The upper panel shows the electron 
events in the Si-detector gated by the 89 keV transition in the Ge-detector. For
1 -component fit for 89 keV
13,5
12.5
10.7
Figure 5.6: A plot of for the half-life fits to a time spectrum gated by the 89
keV, for the proposed =  39/2~/3-decaying state in ^^^Lu. The data are taken
from figure 5.5.
reference, the position corresponding to 1 MeV is indicated. Evidently, there is 
no strong electron conversion component associated with the 1003 keV transition. 
Rather there is a distribution of low-energy events above the energy threshold at 
%;140 keV, suggesting a population of this transition via ;0-decay. By contrast, the 
lower panel gives an example of known low-energy discrete electron-conversion 
(K and L) transitions in the Si detector associated with decays in ^^^Yb from 
an excited state [Miz56]. Considering the suggestion of a ^^^Lu (3 decay to be 
correct, then the (3 endpoint (in coincidence with the 89 keV 7 -ray transition) is 
evidently no more than 650 keV (figure 5.7, upper panel) and most of the ^  par-
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tides may have energies below the 140 keV Si detector electron threshold. The 
proposed decay scheme for including the two newly identified transitions
(89 and 1003 keV) following the /5-decay of the =  39/2“ isomer is shown in 
figure 5.8.
cZ5
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Figure 5.7: Electron spectra recorded at A =  177 by the Si-detector, (a) in coin­
cidence with 89 keV 7 -rays in the germanium detector (tape period 1 2 0 Ô s, and 
tantalum target) and (b) gated by 104 keV 7 -rays in ^^^Yb (tape period 16 s, and 
tungsten target). The energy scale is 14 keV per channel, with a detector thresh­
old of «140 keV and allowing for hafnium and ytterbium K-binding energies (65 
and 61 keV) respectively.
The spectrum shown in the lower panel of figure 5.2 is most simply explained 
using the partial scheme shown in figure 5.8, with implied partial /5“ feeding 
through other (unobserved) 7 -ray transitions below the 1003 keV decay. This
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explanation is supported by the intensity measurements for the 89 keV transition 
following the /5-decay of the proposed ^^^Lu, =  39/2“ isomer and the 214 keV
transition following the internal decay of the =  37/2“ isomer in The
intensity calculations are shown in table 5 .2 .
Gating on the 1003 keV transition in the TAS does not give any coincidence 
evidence in the silicon detector for any direct ^-decay branch to the (39/2+) state. 
However, the absence of this decay could also be related to the poor statistics. 
The spins and parities are discussed in chapter 6 .
Table 5.2: Comparison of the intensities (arbitrary units) for the 89 and 214 
keV transitions attributed to ^^^Hf and coming from the proposed 7.7 min. and 
the previously reported 51.4 min. isomers [War71a, Chu72] in ^^^Lu and ^^^Hf 
respectively. The tape cycle period was 1200 s.
E (keV) nucleus la rb .u n it ti/2 (min)
89 177Lu 2.15(0.15) 7.7
214 ITTRf 23.68(0.91) 51.4
Qjgyw 0.6 MeV 
(end point)
(4 l/2 “ ) __   /(3 9 / 2 +)----89----
( 3 9 /2 “)177[_um2
1003
37/2-
177}_)f m2 (51.4-m in)
Figure 5.8: Proposed level scheme associated with the t i /2 =  7.7 min. isomer 
(not to scale). The dashed lines represent the possible direct ^-decay transitions.
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5.3 Mass 182 setting
The data collected with the mass 182 setting correspond to several hours of mea­
surement, and a 320 s tape movement period. Most of the transitions observed 
are presented in figure 5.9, recorded by the large volume germanium crystal in 
coincidence with the plastic scintillator at the monitoring station. In addition 
to the 102  and 228 keV transitions in ytterbium [Ste65, Mor6 6 ] (see Section 
5.3.2), transitions in ^®^ Hf [Kir82], following the /? decay of ^^^Lu have also been 
observed.
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5 0 17
i
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100
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100 1 4 0  1 8 0 220
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2 0 0  6 0 0  1 0 0 0  1 4 0 0
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1 8 0 0 2200
Figure 5.9: Scintillator-coincident 7 -ray spectrum recorded for A =  182 by the 
large Ge detector at the monitor station, with a 320 s tape period. Assignments 
to daughter nuclei are indicated. While the 7 -ray transitions in the 2 MeV region 
are unplaced, it seems likely that the 2016 keV and 2114 keV transitions, at 
least, are in ^®^ Hf, on account of their energy difference of 98 keV matching the 
2 + -4^  0"^ , ^^^Hf energy. (See also figure 5.12.)
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In the 2 MeV region there are several previously unplaced transitions, a num­
ber of which have been assigned and are presented in section 5.3.1.
350 X-rays (HfH-Yb)
CO 250
CDP 150
X
LD CJÛCD
CÛ50
1005010 25 75
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Figure 5.10: Singles A =  182 7  rays recorded by the small Ge detector inside the 
TAS, using a tungsten target and 320 s tape period.
The 7 -ray spectrum measured by the Ge detector at the TAS station is shown 
in figure 5.10. Although measuring in singles, the germanium detector com­
bined with passive shielding from the TAS, results in a very low level of back­
ground. Characteristic X-rays associated with the elements ytterbium (Z=70) 
and hafnium (Z=72) are clearly observed. These X-rays must therefore arise 
from transitions with significant electron conversion.
The most prominent 7  ray in figure 5.10 (98 keV) is from which is the 
highly converted 2"^  O"*", E2 transition
All the transitions observed at the A =  182 setting are listed in table 5.3, 
including the previously reported decays [Kir82] and the newly observed 7  rays 
in In addition two transitions from the nucleus ®^®Yb are observed, these
were due to molecular contamination (see section 5.3.2).
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Table 5.3: Energies and relative intensities (normalised to the 818 keV transition) 
of 7  rays from the A =  182 setting using a tungsten target and a tape cycle of 
320 s. The ^^^Hf transitions are compared with the published values (relative 
intensity). The total intensity ( Itot) is  the 7 -ray intensity corrected for internal 
conversion. The 7  rays marked with ? are as yet unplaced.
in (keV) Nucleus (d) It o t 4 I[Kii-82]
97.7 182 Hf 371.5(3.2) 86.4(0.64) 50(10)
102 166yb 6.9(1.4)
224.7 182Hf 42.6(1.8) 35.5(1.5) 15(7)
228^ 166 Yb 15.5(1.9)
277 ? 6.5(1.5)
369 ? 6.0(1.5)
585.0 ? 1 0 .1 (2 .2 )
618.3 ? 30.0(2.7)
678 ? 11.4(2.1)
685.0 ? 17.8(2.8)
720.6 182Hf 92.9(3.0) 91.1(2.9) 1 0 0 (1 0 )
808.8 182Hf 52.3(2.3) 51.5(2.3) 50(15)
818.3 182Hf 100.6(3.2) 100(3.2) 100(25)
925.0 ? 1 2 .2 (2 .2 )
1032.6 ? 25.4(2.9)
1131.0 ? 8.4(1.9)
1296.0 ? 7.1(2.1)
1911.6 ? 12.1(2.9)
2016.4 182Hf 57.3(3.6) 57.3(3.6)
2114.0 182Hf 35.6(2.7) 35.6(2.7)
2136.6 ? 42.1(5.3)
2177.5 ? 24.7(4.3)
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5.3.1 Transitions in
The transitions [Kir82] identified in figure 5.9 arise from the /l“-decay of 
This is supported by the spectrum shown in the upper panel of figure 5.11 
which represents a continuous /5-spectrum, noticeably different from the discrete 
isomer decay peak present in the lower panel of the same figure. Both the known 
809 keV (3+ -> 2 f )  and 721 keV (2j 2 f)  transitions, in coincidence with
hafnium X-rays, are clearly observed in the upper panel of figure 5.12 recorded 
by the TAS detector.
Gate; X-ray & 98 keV trans.
i D a
Gate: Yb X-ray
100 300 500 700 
E fkeV)
900 1100 1300
Figure 5.11: Electron spectra recorded at A =  182 by the Si detector, (a) in 
coincidence with hafnium X-rays and the 98 keV (2 + 0 +) 7  ray and (b)
ytterbium X-rays. The energy scale is 14 keV per channel, with a lower threshold 
of %140 keV. The indicated transition energy of 228 keV includes allowance for 
the ytterbium K-binding energy (61 keV).
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The /?-fed 818 keV transition in figure 5.9 should not be observed in the TAS 
spectrum (figure 5.12), because it goes directly to the ground state of and 
is therefore not in coincidence with Hf X-rays associated with internal conversion 
of the 98 keV 7 -ray transition. The peaks in the 2 MeV region (2016, 2114, 2137 
and 2178 keV figure. 5.9) have not previously been reported in ^®^ Hf.
140 Gate: Hf X -ray  & 98  keV
100
0 3
6 0
Gate: Yb X—ray
m n
5 0 0 1 5 0 0 2 5 0 0 3 5 0 0
Ey (keV)
Figure 5 .1 2 : Gamma-ray spectra recorded for A =  182 by the TAS, in coincidence 
with hafnium X-rays and ^®^ Hf 7  rays (top) and ytterbium X-rays (bottom).
The 2016 keV transition labelled as ^®^ Hf (figure. 5.9) was observed in the TAS 
spectrum (figure 5.12) in coincidence with Hf X-rays and the 2+ 0"^  transition
in ^^^Hf (in the thin germanium detector). Notably, the energy difference between 
the 2114 keV and the 2016 keV is equal to the 98 keV, 2+ - 7  0+ energy.
In order to assign the placement of the 2178 keV transition, coincidences 
in the TAS gated by the 224 keV (4+ -> 2+ decay) in the Ge detector were
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examined. However, no statistically significant peak at 2178 keV was observed. 
This transition may be assigned to but its position in the level structure
cannot be identified in the current work.
The new proposed decay scheme for ^^^Hf is shown in figure 5.13, including the 
newly identified transitions in the 2 MeV region. The logft values are discussed 
in chapter 6 .
1821 % 1.0 min (3+)
71 111 Q,= 4.1MeV\ _
3
R
6.4 (3+)
3
00655.9 34.3% «-1Q %
s?r-R
6.6 18.2% 4+ _^
0 0
1
1
i^  399.4
6.6 21.6% 9+ . 1 1[. n i  -7 ^ W .7  W "V
kg ft Ip r
Figure 5.13: The decay scheme for ^^^Hf including the newly identified transitions 
in the 2 MeV region. The branching ratio and logft values for all possible /3- 
decaying transitions from ^®^ Lu are labelled against each level. The numbers in 
parentheses indicate the branching ratio of each corresponding 7 -ray.
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5.3.2 Contamination of ytterbium
Prom the literature, nothing is known about ^^^Yb, neither its ground-state 
decay, nor its excited states.
Observing the X-rays from ytterbium and hafnium and the absence of lutetium 
(Z=71) X-rays in figure 5.10 was initially thought to be due to the (3 decay of 
i82Yb going directly to the ground state of ^^^Lu.
Figure 5.9 also shows the candidate ytterbium 7 -ray transitions (at 102  and 
228 keV), but with lower relative intensity (compared to ^®^ Hf in Fig. 5.10). This 
seems to be associated with the requirement for a scintillator coincidence.
Gate: TAS +  Si
L (Hf+Yb)
Gate: TAS 4- anti SiL (Hf+Yb)
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10 30 50 70 90 120140 160 180 200 220
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Figure 5.14: Gamma-ray spectra (A =  182 setting) recorded by the small Ge 
detector, coincident with events in the TAS detector. Si-detector coincidences 
(top) and anti-coincidences (bottom) are shown. The Kq, X-rays are characteristic 
of Z =  70 ytterbium (51 and 52 keV) and Z =  72 hafnium (55 and 56 keV).
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While the 102 and 228 keV transitions appear in the germanium spectrum in 
anticoincidence with events in the silicon detector (figure 5.14, lower panel), it 
is striking that the ytterbium X-rays (51 and 52 keV) almost vanish when a Si 
coincidence is demanded as shown in the upper panel of figure 5.14. This sug­
gests that the ytterbium transitions are from an isomer rather than ^  decay, with 
conversion-electron energies that are insufficient to give coincident Si events (i.e. 
below the 140 keV threshold). This seems to be confirmed in figure 5.11 (lower 
panel) which shows the few events in the Si spectrum that are in coincidence 
with ytterbium X-rays. Only low-energy events have significant intensity, corre­
sponding to electron conversion of the known 228 keV E2 (4+ —> 2 ’*') transition. 
Note that the upper panel in figure 5.11, corresponding to hafnium electrons, 
is what would be expected from (3 decay, which is distinctly different from the 
ytterbium-related events.
The TAS spectra, in coincidence with either Hf or Yb X-rays in the small Ge 
detector (no Si condition) are demonstrated in figure 5.12. The energy separation 
between the two most intense transitions (1960 and 2180 keV rounded to the 
nearest 10 keV) corresponds, approximately, to the 228 keV transition identified 
in the Ge spectra. This is a reasonable situation providing the 228 keV transition 
is strongly converted, thereby allowing both sum energies to arise in the TAS.
However, although the data presented in figures 5.9 through 5.14 appear to 
show evidence for an isomer in ^^^Yb, it was subsequently found that the ytter­
bium transitions in fact originate in ^^^Yb [Ste65, Mor6 6 ], which results from the 
/5-decay of (^ ®®Lu^ ^O) molecules (oxide-ions) which have mass 182 (166 4 - 16 =  
182). Such contamination [Lon72] arises from the residual vapour pressure.
Nevertheless, this work cannot assume that all of the ytterbium emerging 
from the ion source is from molecule contamination only.
It should be noted that the unplaced transitions in the 2 MeV region (in 
coincidence with Yb X-rays) shown in figure 5.9 and figure 5.12 (lower panel) 
might open a new gate-way suitable for investigating ^^^Yb.
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5.4 A =  178 setting,
A search for transitions built on top of the t i /2 =  31 year =  16"^  isomer in 
^^^Hf was performed. Figure 5.15 shows a transition (325 keV) in the cascade of 
the =  8 “ isomer in the same nucleus [Mul97]. The position of the 357 keV 
decay feeding into the 31 year isomer is indicated to show its absence. This trial 
gives no evidence for any higher lying long lived state.
450-
350-
19§ 250
<3
Ey (keV)
Figure 5.15: Singles A =  178 7 -ray spectrum recorded by the small germanium 
detector inside the TAS, using a W target and a 16 s tape speed.
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To summarise, the powerful detection system comprising the TAS station 
was used to further investigate the existence of the high-lying /3 decaying isomer 
in ^^^Lu. Following the ^  decay of the proposed isomeric state, two
newly identified transitions, with energies of 89 and 1003 keV, were assigned as a 
decay path feeding the =  37/2“ isomer in The half-life determined for
the population of the 89 keV transition of 7.7±3.0 min., is consistent with that 
obtained from the Cluster experiment.
In the 2 MeV region on the mass 182 setting, a number of previously unre­
ported transitions were obsereved for the first time, two of them (2016 and 2114 
keV) have been assigned to
The X-rays from ytterbium and hafnium, on the mass 182 setting were found 
to originate from ®^®Yb resulting from the P decay of the A=182 molecule ^®®LuO 
(oxide-ions).
Chapter 6 
D iscussion and theoretical 
interpretation
Nilsson model calculations, with blocked BCS pairing [Jai95], have indicated that 
there are good prospects for finding a number of favoured, high-K states through­
out the A ^180 region [Wal99, Jai95, Xu98]. Blocked BCS calculations for ^^^Lu, 
performed with deformation parameters of 62 =  0.261, 64 =  0.046 [Ben8 6 ] and 
monopole pairing parameters of G(n) =  21.50/A MeV and G(p) =  22.50/A MeV 
[Jai95], are shown in figure 6.1. The calculations predict a favoured state which 
is consistent with the well established =  23/2“ /^-decaying isomer (ti/2 =  160 
days) [Ber67, Kra74]. The predicted excitation energy of E-c =  1.0 MeV is 
in good agreement with the observed value of 0.97 MeV. This isomeric state 
decays by both external P~ (78%) and internal 7 -rays and internal conversion 
(22%) branches [Ber67]. It has been suggested that the Nilsson configuration of 
the =  23/2“ isomer in ^^^Lu is a three-quasiparticle arrangment comprising 
7t|**'[404] C)z^{|^[624] 0  |~[514]} [Kra74]. Notably, this is the same configuration 
as that predicted by the blocked BCS calculations.
The Potential Energy Surface (FES) obtained by the method of Xu et al. for 
the =  23/2“ isomeric state is shown in figure 6 .2 . In light of the previous 
discussion (sections 4.2 and 5.2) of a possible ^ “-decaying isomer feeding the
118
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Figure 6 .1 : Blocked BCS calculation for the energies of the near-yrast multiquasi­
particle states in ^^^Lu nucleus with the pairing strengths of G(n) =  21.50/A 
MeV and G(p) =  22.50/A MeV and deformation parameters of 62 = 0.261 and 
64 =  0.046 [Ben8 6 ]. The method used is that of Jain et al. [Jai95].
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ti /2 =  51.4 min., =37/2“ state in it is interesting to note that the
blocked BCS calculations also predict an energetically favoured higher lying five- 
quasiparticle state with K'^ = 39/2“ . The Nilsson configuration is 7r{|^[404] 0  
§"[514] 0  |~[523]} (g)î/{|"[514] 0  §'^[624]}. The corresponding PES is shown in 
figure 6.3.
The population of such a state would be consistent with the observed results 
for the ^^^Hf isomer if there was a A K  = 1, -decay (which could be an allowed 
Gamow-Teller decay), between the predicted =  39/2“ state in ^^^Lu and the 
well established =  37/2“ [t\/2 = 51.4 min.) isomer in
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Figure 6 .2 : The configuration constrained PES calculation for (a) the ground 
state of ^^^Lu with a minimum for quadrupole deformation parameters {(3 2 , j )  
= (0.262, 0°) and a hexadecapole deformation parameter /?4 =  -0.056. (b) the 
three-quasiparticle =  23/2“ state with quadrupole deformation parameters 
{^2 , 7 ) =  (0.268, 0°) and a hexadecapole deformation parameter ^4  =  -0.042. 
Contours are plotted every 140 keV for the ground state and every 160 keV for 
the three-quasiparticle state. Both calculations use Lipkin-Nogami pairing and a 
deformed Woods-Saxon potential [XuOlj.
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The suggested Nilsson configuration of the =  37/2“ state in ^^^Hf is 
7t { | ’**[4O4]0|~[514]} 0 1^{|~[514]0|'''[624]0|~[512]} [Chu72]. The configuration- 
constrained PES for this state is shown in figure 6.3. This would be consistent 
with the proposed /?“-decay from the =  39/2“ state in ^^^Lu proceeding via 
transforming a proton into a neutron as follows: 7r|~[523] i^|~[512].
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Figure 6.3: Configuration-constrained PES calculations for (a) the known yrast 
five-quasiparticle =  37/2“ state in The minimum is associated with
quadrupole defomation parameters 7 ) =  (0.261, 0 °) and a hexadecapole 
deformation parameter ^4=-0.047. (b) The predicted =  39/2“ state in ^^^Lu, 
with the minimum at quadrupole defomation parameters (/3g, 7 ) =  (0.255, 0°) 
and a hexadecapole deformation parameter /?4=-0.046. Both calculations use 
Lipkin-Nogami pairing and a deformed Woods-Saxon potential [XuOl].
For this to be a valid explanation, the internal electromagnetic decay within 
^^^Lu from the proposed =39/2“ state must be highly hindered, otherwise it 
should have been observed. The calculations shown in figure 6 .1  suggest that the 
next lowest energy intrinsic state (K^ =  33/2+) lies just below the =  39/2“ 
state. A simple parity changing, A K  =  3 spin difference between these two states 
would be unlikely to produce such a long lived state (i.e. an E3 transition), long 
enough for /?“ -decay to compete with 7 -ray emission.
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However, if the 33/2+ state lies closer to, or even above, the 39/2“ state, the 
latter may be an yrast trap, which subsequently decays to states built on the
=  23/2“ state {AK  = 8 ) or the calculated 25/2+ state (AK =  7). Note 
that, to date, no rotational transitions built on the =  23/2“ , ti/g =  160 day 
isomer have been reported in the literature. In this way, the lack of internal ^^^Lu 
decay is interpreted here to be a consequence of the K quantum number, with 
large-AK transitions being highly retarded [Lob6 8 ], In contrast, the (3 decay to 
^^^Hf is interpreted as being “K allowed” , with AK =  1 . Since the 7  decay is 
K-inhibited, it could be said that the /? decay is “K-driven”. It is notable that the 
half-life determined for the population of the 89-keV transition detected by the 
small Ge-detector used in the TAS experiment, 7.7±3.0 min., is consistent with 
that obtained from the Cluster experiment for the first component, 6 l |  min., of 
a two-component “grow-in” curve for (see section 4.2). The intensity of
the 89 keV transition is found to be about 10 percent of that associated with the 
decay of the 51 min. isomer, (as shown in table 5.2). At least some of the
“missing” 90 percent may be due to direct /? decay from to with
no associated 7 -decays (see figure 5.8). A search was performed for any evidence 
of internal decay from the hypothesised isomer, taking cuts on the TAS
energy, but with no success.
The placement of the proposed ^^^Lu K^ =  39/2“ isomer depends on the 
various factors, presented above, being consistent with such an isomer populating 
the 51 min. i77jj£m2 j t^t _  3 7 ^2 “ state, at an energy of 2740 keV (relative to the 
^^^Hf ground state). If the isomer were of lower angular momentum, then it would 
be difficult to understand how there are no coincidences with previously reported 
7 -ray transitions in ^^^Hf [Fir96, Mul98]. (Recall that the 7.7 min. isomer must 
decay into hafnium, from the X-ray evidence of figure 5,4, and must have A=177, 
from the mass-separator setting. Oxide contamination can easily be ruled out 
in this case). All of these features seem to be consistent with the observation of 
a /^“-decaying isomer corresponding to the calculated state with K^ =  39/2“ in
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Figure 6.4: Partial level scheme associated with the 7.7 min. isomer in ^^^Lu. 
The two transitions (366 and 401 keV) reported by Mullins et al. [Mul98] feeding 
to the K^=37/2“ isomer are included for completeness.
i 77Lu .
The excitation energy in ^^ "^ Lu can be estimated by summing the 89 and 
1003 keV energies with 2740 keV for adding ^  600 keV for the /?-decay
energy (figure. 5.7) and subtracting % 500 keV for the ^^^Lu ground-state Q^- 
value [Fir96], yielding an excitation energy of % 3.9 MeV in ’^^’^ Lu. Although 
this is somewhat higher than the calculated value of 2.7 MeV (see figure 6.1), it 
nevertheless seems to provide the most logical explanation of the observed data. 
The resulting level structure is illustrated in figure 6.4.
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A nalysis of lo g ft  values
One of the approaches to investigate the permissibility of any /?-decay is to calcu­
late the log ft value of that particular transition and see how hindered or allowed 
it is. The logft value can be calculated as outlined in section 2.4 [Gov71]. Its 
value is fixed by the partial half-life, the decay energy, Eq of the transition,
and the atomic number (Z) of the daughter nucleus.
From table 5.2, the intensity ratio of the 89-keV transition (fed via the (3- 
decay from the =  39/2“ isomer in ^^^Lu) compared to the 214 keV transition 
(out of the well known 51 minutes isomer in is approximately implying
another /5-branch feeding the ^^^Hf isomer directly. To further investigate this 
observation, the logft values for both /3-decays originating from the =  39/2- 
isomer have been calculated.
Table 6.1: Decay properties of the two possible j3 transitions from the proposed 
K^=39/2“ isomer with ti/g =  7.7 min. The estimated E^- energies are shown 
in column two and the partial half-life in column three (see also figure 6.4). The 
other two values are for the well known K^=28/2~ isomer, and the ground state 
/3-decays in ^^^Lu. See later for details.
If(^) E^-
(keV)
.partia l
\ / 2 logt log/ log/i
(calculated)
logft
(published)
f l A ) -^600.0 77.0 min. 3.70 1 .0 0 4.7 -
-1700.0 8 .6  min. 2.71 2.60 5.3 -
23-2 1468.4 160.0 d 7.248 -0.82 6.4 6.3
g.S. 498.2 8 .6  d 5.86 0.84 6.7 6.5
Table 6.1 presents the logft values for the ^^^Lu /3-decay feeding into the 
=  37/2“ isomer through the 89 and 1003 keV transitions (marked as ^i), in 
addition to the other (possible) direct /3-feeding to the 37/2- isomer (^g)- The
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logft values for the well known =  23/2 isomer and the ^^^Lu ground state 
have been calculated and agree with the published values [Fir96].
Table 6.2: Decay properties from the ^^^Lu ground state with ti/g % 1 min. The 
branching ratios are shown in column one, end-point energy of each ^ “-decaying 
transition in column two and the partial half-life is shown in column three. The 
partial decay scheme for ^®^ Hf determined in the current work, from the ground 
state /3-decay of ^®^ Lu, is shown in figure 5.13.
Branch (%)
(keV)
.partia lh / 2 logt log/ logft
(calculated)
logft
(published)
16.7 1986.0 359 s 2.555 2.938 5.493 -
9.2 3193.5 330 s 2.518 4.087 6.605 6.7
34.3 3281.7 175 s 2,243 3.831 6.074 6 .2
18.2 3777.6 652 s 2.814 3.782 6.596 7.5
2 1 .6 4000.0 278 s 2.444 4.193 6.637 7.0
Logft values calculated for the two new transitions identified in ^®^ Hf in ad­
dition to the well known transitions in this nucleus are illustrated in table 6 .2 . 
The calculations agree, within the experimental uncertainties, with the values 
calculated by Kirchner et al. [Kir82].
From the calculations listed in table 6.1 and table 6.2, one can conclude that 
all of the newly discovered transitions in both ^^^Lu and ^®^ Hf are consistent with 
Gamow-Teller allowed decays.
Spin and parity assignments
To assign the spins and parities for the states populating the 89 and 1003 keV 
transitions, the logft value for the 89 keV transition has been calculated (see 
table 6.1). The calculated value is indicative of an allowed transition which
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means no parity change. For the 89 keV decay, «/^(expt.) =  0.415±0.152. This 
is consistent with the calculated 0 !/(r(El) =  0.400 (a/^(Ml) =  4.86 and o:/c(E2 ) =  
1.16, both far away from the experimental value) [Ros78]. This gives a maximum 
spin change of 1 unit accompanied by a change in parity. Therefore, the 89 keV 
conversion-coefficient is consistent with an E l decay, which also constrains the 
1003 keV transition to have E l character in order to terminate at the =  37/2" 
51 min. isomer.
O ther feeding to the =  37 /2
Mullins et al. [Mul98] have used in-beam spectroscopy with the reaction ^^ ®Yb(®Be, 
o;4 n)i77Hf to populate high spin states in The CAESAR 7 -ray spectrom­
eter [Dra89] in conjunction with a compact array of charged-particle detectors 
[Lan92] was used as the detection system. Two rotational structures built above 
the 51 min. isomer were identified. The transitions reported in their work are of 
the type expected to be seen in the /?-decay of the proposed ^^^Lu =  39/2~
isomer.
100 365 375 385 395 405
Ey (keV)
Figure 6.5: Gamma-ray spectrum recorded by the small germanium detector 
(inside the TAS) illustrating a comparison of the intensity of the 89 keV transition 
with those transitions (366 and 401 keV) [Mul98] lying on top of the 51 min. 
isomer in The tape cycle period was 320 s.
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A  search for such transitions which feed the =  37/2'" isomer in 
populated in /3-decay is demonstrated in figure 6.5 (using a 320 s tape period). 
Some tentative evidence for 7  rays with energies of 336 and 401 keV, which decay 
from two different bands with the same spin (=39/2) but different parity (see 
figure 6.4), can be seen. These peaks were observed with intensities comparable 
to the background fluctuations. With a different tape cycle period (1200 s), figure 
6 .6  shows the two transitions as if they are just statistical fluctuations compared 
to the 89 keV peak.
350
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Figure 6 .6 : Gamma-ray spectrum recorded by the small germanium detector 
(inside the TAS) illustrating a comparison of the intensity of the 89 keV transition 
with those transitions (366 and 401 keV) [Mul98] lying on top of the 51 min. 
isomer in the The tape cycle period was 1200 s.
Table 6.3: Comparison of the intensities (arbitrary units) for the 89 keV transition 
coming from the 7.7 min. and 401 keV transition reported by Mullins et al. The 
tape cycle period was 320 s.
E (keV) nucleus I{arb.) t i /2 (min.)
89 i^^Lu 2.15(0.15) 7.7
401 ^7?Lu 1.00(0.41) -
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The intensity calculation shown in table 6.3 represents an upper limit for the 
existence of the 401 keV transition, which may also be fed by the same isomer. 
There is no strong evidence for the existence of the 366 and 401 keV transitions in 
this data, but the sensitivity was rather low due to the poor Ge-detector efficiency 
at these energies compared to that of the 89 keV, (the relative efficiency is very 
much less at 400 keV, 17.3, compared to 1 2 0  at 89 keV).
Chapter 7
Conclusion and sum m ary
This thesis discusses the results obtained in two experiments using binary colli­
sions of a ^^ ®Xe ion beam with rhenium, tungsten and tantalum targets in both 
TIS and FEBIAD ion sources, with the aim of identifying new, high-spin isomers 
in neutron-rich nuclei with A % 180. As discussed in the first experiment, the 7  
rays associated with the decay of the well known =  37/2“ , 51.4 min. isomer 
in are observed with a very high yield, but with a significantly different half- 
life (ti/2  =  76.4 ig® min.), compared to the published value. This phenomenon 
is presented as possible evidence for a higher-lying ;0 -decaying isomeric state in 
^^^Lu which decays into the =  37/2“ state in
A two component half-life analysis of the ^^^Hf 7  rays following the decay of 
the =  37/2 isomer gives an estimate of the higher lying half-life component of 
6 ± 2  min., if the second, lower lying component is fixed at the published value of 
51.4 min. This agrees well with the half-life of 7.7±3.0 min. obtained by using the 
powerful TAS technique in the second experiment. The weighted average half-life 
for both experiments is 6.854:2.12 min. Both scenarios are consistent with the 
multi-quasiparticle and PES calculations which predict a favoured =  39/2“ 
five quasiparticle state in ^^^Lu. Several previously unreported transitions were 
observed in the 2 MeV region on the mass 182 setting, two of them have been 
identified as members of The other candidates need further investigation.
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A ppendix A  
D erivation o f the grow-in  
technique
One component grow-in
For a single component decay, the grow-in, which represents the decay rate of a
specific activity is given by assuming a constant implantation rate, / qj
i.e.
= Iq — XN (A.l)
where XN  is the mother decay rate, with a decay constant, A.
Trying a solution of the form
N  = a { l ~  (A.2)
where a is a constant to be determined. Differentiating the above equation one 
obtains that,
^  =  Aae-^* =  7o -  Aa(l -  e'^*). (A.3)
Xae~^^ terms cancel
therefore lo — Xa (A.4)
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which gives us the general solution for a one component grow-in curve of
iV =  ^ ( 1 -e -^ * ) .  (A.5)A
Thus the count rate is given by
AN =  7o(l -  (A.6)
Two com ponent grow-in
In the case where (5 decay feeds into a long lived isomeric state, a two component 
fit for the grow-in curve must be performed. If Iq is the production/ implantation 
rate as above, the higher lying state has a decay rate of AiA^ i and the lower lying
state (i.e. the one fed by state 1) has an intrinsic decay rate of A2-N2) then the
observed decay rate as measured for the two states is given by the decay rate of 
state 1 (to produce state 2), minus the decay rate of state 2, i.e.
— X\N\ — X2N 2 . (A.7)
The solution to equation A.7 can be obtained by trying a solution of the form,
N 2 =  a(l -  -  c (A.8)
with the boundary conditions such that at t=0, Ag =  0 =  b — c.
Therefore, differentiating equation A.8, we obtain,
^  =  aAie"^'* -  bX2 e~^^\ (A.9)
Substituting from A.6 and A.8 into A.7 gives equation A. 10
(A.IO)—  7 o ( l  —  e  —  A 2(% (1 —  e  —  A 2 &C +  A 2 C.
Re-arranging and collecting the terms one obtains,
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cbXie — 6A26 — Iq ~  A2 (n — c) — (Jq — A2(%)e — A266 (A.1 1 )
Equation A. 11 requires that at  ^=  oo,/o =  A2 (a — c) and comparing the coejffi- 
cients for the terms, aAi =  A2a I q. Re-arranging, this gives
a =  -— -^1—. (A.1 2 )A2 — Ai
Collecting and comparing the non-exponential terms in equation A .11 gives
I q — A2 (------ :----- c). (A. 13)A2 — Ai
Re-arranging this gives
C =  ^o(y - V  -  A )  =  «>■ (A. 14)A2 — A i  À2
Substituting the results of equations A .1 2  and equation A. 14 into equation A .8 
gives the decay rate of the lower lying state level 2 , as:
A2 N2 =  T ^ ^ ( l  -  (A.15)A2 — A i  A 2 — A i
Note, that the limits of equation A.15 give when X2 t >  0 and A2 >  Ai (i.e. the 
upper level is much longer lived than lower one),
A2 N 2 fs 7o(l -  (A.16)
If we substitute r =  into equation A.15, it can be reduced to the count
rate R, which is given by,
R  = A x[r(l -  -  (r -  1 ) (1  -  (A.17)
where A =  a constant.
A ppendix B 
Oral P resen tations and 
Publications
ORAL PRESENTATIONS
Search for long lived isomeric decay in neutron-rich rare earth nuclei using binary
reactions and the ISOL method.
lOP Conference, Birmingham, April 2000.
Beta-decaying K-isomers from binary reactions.
North-West Europe (NWEOl), Nuclear Physics Conference, Bergen, Norway, 
April 2001.
Evidence for a 5-quaiparticle, beta-decaying isomer in '^^^Lu.
Nuclear Physics Summer School, Bangor, Wales, September 2001.
First observation of Yb and internal decay spectroscopy 
The Physics Congress, Brighton, April 2002.
Isomer ^-decaying in Lu. Brighton Isomer Workshop, June 2002.
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PU B L IC A T IO N S
Isomer probes of nuclear structure following deep-inelastic collisions 
S.D. A l-G arni, P.H. Regan, P.M. Walker, H.M. El-Masri, J. Garces Narro, 
C.J. Pearson, E. Roeckl, R. Kirchner, M. La Commara, C. Mazzocchi, H. Grawe, 
R. Borcea, J. Doring, S.C. Wooding, K. Schmidt, D.M. Cullen, C. Wheldon, 
W.D. Schmidt-Ott. Bulgarian Nuclear Society Transactions in Nuclear Science,
7 137 (2002)
Evidence for a y  /I-decaying Isomer in '^^ '^ Lu.
S. A l-G arni, P.M. Walker, P.H. Regan, J. Garces Narro, H.M. El-Masri, E. Roeckl, 
R. Kirchner, M. La Commara, C. Mazzochi, H, Grawe, R. Borcea, J. Doring, 
S.C. Wooding, K. Schmidt, C.Wheldon, D.M. Cullen and W.D. Schmidt-Ott, 
Proceedings of the International Nuclear Physics Conference, INPC 2001, Berke­
ley, Edited by E. Norman et al., AIP Conf. Proc. 610 854 (2002)
Deviations from axial symmetry in Os
Zs. Podolyak, S. A l-G arni, R.F. Casten, J.R. Cooper, D.M. Cullen, A. De- 
wald, R. Kriicken, H. Newman, J.N. Orce, C.J. Pearson, C. Ur, R. Venturelli, 
S. Vincent, C. Wheldon, P.M. Walker, F.R. Xu, A. Yamamoto, and N.V. Zamfir. 
Physical Review C 66, 011304(R) (2002)
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